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Abstract
Exploiting Intrinsic Clustering Structure in Discrete-Valued Data Sets for Efficient
Knowledge Discovery in the Presence of Missing Data
by
Veronika Strnadova´-Neeley
Scalable algorithm design has become central in the era of large-scale data analysis.
The vast amounts of data pouring in from a diverse set of application domains, such as
bioinformatics, recommender systems, sensor systems, and social networks, cannot be
analyzed efficiently using many data mining and statistical tools that were designed for a
small scale setting. It is an ongoing challenge to the data mining, machine learning, and
statistics communities to design new methods for efficient data analysis. Confounding this
challenge is the noisy and incomplete nature of real-world data sets. Research scientists
as well as practitioners in industry need to find meaningful patterns in data with missing
value rates often as high as 99%, in addition to errors in the data that can obstruct
accurate analyses.
My contribution to this line of research is the design of new algorithms for scalable
clustering, data reduction, and similarity evaluation by exploiting inherent clustering
structure in the input data to overcome the challenges of significant amounts of missing
entries. I demonstrate that, by focusing on underlying clustering properties of the data,
we can improve the efficiency of several data analysis methods on sparse, discrete-valued
data sets. I will highlight new methods that I have developed with my collaborators
for three diverse knowledge discovery tasks: (1) clustering genetic markers into linkage
groups, (2) reducing large-scale genetic data to a much smaller, more accurate represen-
tative data set, and (3) computing similarity between users in recommender systems In
ix
each case, I will point out how the underlying clustering structure can be used to design
more efficient algorithms, even when high missing value rates are present.
x
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis focuses on exploiting underlying cluster structures in large, discrete-valued
data sets, in order to enable efficient clustering or similarity comparison in the presence
of large amounts of missing values. These clustering structures are explored in detail
and demonstrated to be crucial to the performance of clustering, data reduction, and
k-nearest neighbor algorithms that are applied to achieve domain-specific goals. To
demonstrate the merits of this approach, I will focus heavily on two application domains
where input data is often discrete-valued, and missing data is abundant: genetic mapping
and recommender systems. In this chapter, I will motivate the necessity for a closer
examination of underlying clustering structure in large-scale, discrete-valued data. I will
also provide some background describing the state of affairs of specific data mining tasks
in recommender systems and genetic mapping, and place my work into context.
1.1 The missing data predicament in understanding
large-scale, discrete-valued data
The necessity for efficient algorithms in large-scale data analysis has become clear in
the past few years, as unprecedented scales of information have become available in a
1
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variety of domains, from bioinformatics to social networks to signal processing. In many
cases, it is no longer sufficient to use even quadratic-time algorithms for such data, and
much of recent computer science research has focused on developing efficient methods to
analyze vast amounts of information.
In this work, I focus on developing efficient knowledge discovery methods for large-
scale, discrete valued data, with many missing values. Such data is ubiquitous in the
domains of genetic mapping and recommender systems, which form the application foci
of this thesis. Input data in these domains is often represented as a discrete-valued m by
n matrix, as illustrated in Figure 1.1, with missing entries represented by dashes.
As I detail in sections 1.2 and 1.4, knowledge extraction from this type of data often
involves finding highly similar pairs or groups of vectors (either rows or columns of the
input matrix) in the data set. Thus, my efforts have in large part been focused on
improving or devising new, efficient clustering methods for large-scale, discrete-valued
data with many missing values.
Clustering is a form of unsupervised learning that is invaluable in exploratory data
analysis [1, 2]. The goal of a clustering algorithm is to find groups of similar items in a
data set. Applications of clustering abound – social and political scientists, biologists,
and chemists have used clustering algorithms to identify communities in social networks
[3], find linkage groups in genomes [4, 5], and group molecules by structural similarity
[6, 7]. Currently, challenges to designing good clustering algorithms arise due to the
real-world messiness of input data in many applications: the data is often of large scale,
high dimensionality, contains many missing or unknown values, and/or is cluttered with
noise.
Two noteworthy factors contribute to the difficulty of finding clusters in data sets
with incomplete and discrete-valued data. First, any algorithm that attempts to assess
similarity between two vectors necessitates the selection of an appropriate similarity
2
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x1 1 2 - - 4
x2 3 4 1 2 1
x3 1 2 - - -
x4 3 - 1 - 2
x5 4 - 2 2 -
x6 2 2 3 5 -
x7 - - - 2 5
x8 3 - 2 1 2
x9 2 1 3 -  3
 x10 1 2  2  5  -
 x11 3  -  4 - 4
 x12  3 4  - 4 -
 x13 5 -  5  1 2
Input Data Matrix
Figure 1.1: Discrete-valued input data matrix of size 13 by 5, with many missing
values. Matrix entries are constrained to a discrete set of values, and many entries,
represented by dashes here, are unknown. Data sets of this type are difficult to reason
about, due to the constraints on matrix entries and the incomplete nature of the
matrix.
3
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score or measure. The choice of similarity score has been shown to have a large influence
on the quality and accuracy of various knowledge extraction tasks such as clustering
[8] and identifying near neighbors [9, 10, 11]. Missing data exacerbates this issue, as
it is often unclear how to treat missing values when evaluating similarity between two
vectors. Indeed, when missing entries are common, it has been necessary to derive
domain-specific scores that provide a reliable estimate of similarity between a pair of
data points [5, 12, 13, 14]. Standard methods for addressing the missing data issue, such
as multiple imputation or complete-case analysis can be costly to implement and have
been shown to perform poorly in several domains where missing data is abundant [15].
Second, analyzing data that is discrete in nature often limits the data analysis techniques
that can be applied to understand such data. For the clustering task in particular, these
limits pertain to the choice of similarity score as well as clustering algorithm [16].
An illustrative example of the challenges in clustering discrete-valued data. is the
dated but still widely-used k-means algorithm [17]. The k-means algorithm cannot be
applied directly to discrete-valued input such as categorical or ordinal data, because it
does not make sense to take averages or “means” in this case. In addition, the dissimi-
larity between discrete-valued data points may not obey the triangle inequality. Thus, to
use a similar centroid-based clustering approach, one must instead choose between alter-
natives such as the k-mediods [18], k-modes [19] or k-medians [20] methods. Although
these are useful alternatives, they are far less understood and less thoroughly tested than
the k-means algorithm on a variety of problems in many domains.
Although the combination of discrete values and missing data hinders our ability
to analyze large-scale data sets of this type, I will show that a focus on underlying
structure leads to insights that enable efficient, accurate algorithms for data analysis. The
applicability and generalizability of this approach is demonstrated in two important yet
fundamentally different domains. I will present algorithms for clustering, data reduction,
4
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and similarity computation in k-nearest neighbor algorithms in the context of genetic
mapping and recommender systems. By exploiting inherent low-dimensional structure in
the input data, the methods proposed here overcome the challenges of significant amounts
of missing entries and are even robust to some noise. In the genetic mapping domain, I
will show that exploiting a locally linear structure leads to an efficient clustering algorithm
that produces accurate results even in cases with up to 65% missing data and errors in
the input. This work is presented in Chapter 2. I will also present a data reduction
method for large-scale genetic map data in Chapter 3, at the center of which is a novel
notion of low-dimensional underlying structure that we call fundamental resolution. In
Chapter 4, I will discuss the concept of fundamental resolution more generally in the
discrete-valued data setting, and show how this concept can be applied in the domain of
recommender systems with the development of a novel similarity score for collaborative
filtering. Chapter 5 concludes this thesis and presents several promising future work
directions.
1.2 General work on scalable algorithms with a focus
on underlying structure
The methods presented in this thesis are aimed at improving the scalability of knowl-
edge discovery in large-scale, sparse, discrete-valued data, and largely center around the
task of finding clusters in a data set. Sections 2.3.4, 3.5 and 4.4 provide a detailed
overview of the most highly related work to each of clustering, data reduction, and sim-
ilarity score computation methods of my thesis. Here, I will overview some widely used
algorithms that share the goal of finding clusters efficiently in large-scale data, with an
emphasis on underlying structure in the data albeit in more general settings than the
5
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genetic mapping and recommender system domains.
Many successes in the effort to design scalable algorithms have focused on leveraging
an inherent structure in the data, and its structure may be best expressed in various ways.
The data may be best described as lying in an inherently low-dimensional Euclidean
space, along a low-dimensional manifold, or it may have certain self-repeating, or fractal
properties. All these structural properties have been explored to some degree in order to
design more efficient clustering algorithms.[21, 22, 23, 24, 25]
Perhaps the most popular clustering algorithm is still the k-means algorithm, and
the many variations thereof. In the k-means problem, the structural assumptions about
underlying clusters is that (1) there are a fixed number of clusters k that do not overlap
and (2) each cluster has a (hyper-)spherical shape around the cluster mean or centroid,
that is the the mean of all (possibly high-dimensional) points within the same cluster.
Given an input parameter k and n-dimensional data D = {x1, ..., xm}, xi ∈ Rn, the k-
means algorithm finds k means µ1, ..., µk ∈ Rn, along with assignments of each xi to one
of the means µj, such that the distances between points xi and their assigned means
are small. More formally, the k-means algorithm finds a local minimum of the objective
function that is the sum of squared distances between all xi and their assigned means:
k-means objective =
k∑
j=1
m∑
i=1
δij(||xi − µj||2)2
where δi is an indicator function with value 1 if xi is assigned to mean µj, and 0 otherwise.
Minimizing this function is NP-hard in general, but the local minimum found by the k-
means algorithm has been found to produce useful and meaningful results in practice.
Starting with an initial assignment of the m points to k clusters, the algorithm then
iterates two steps until convergence: (1) re-compute the mean of each cluster based on
the updated cluster assignments, and (2) assign each point to the cluster whose mean
6
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is closest in Euclidean distance. The number of iterations to find a clustering is not
bounded in theory, but often terminates quickly in practice.
There are a myriad of improvements and extensions to the k-means algorithm, in-
cluding variants that aim to improve the initialization schemes of the k means, such as
the k-means++ algorithm [26] that can lead to a provably better clustering in terms of
the objective function. However, missing data has proven challenging to address, even in
the k-means setting. As Chi and Chi note in the description of their recently developed
k-POD [15] algorithm: “Mainstream approaches to clustering missing data reduce the
missing data problem to a complete data formulation through either deletion or impu-
tation but these solutions may incur significant costs.” Their k-POD algorithm is shown
to outperform modern imputation techniques, in terms of both clustering quality and
computation time, when solving the k-means problem on a few data sets tested with a
wide range of missing values. The k-POD algorithm is a testament to the challenges in
clustering data with missing values, as it has taken over fifty years to extend perhaps the
most widely known and studied clustering algorithm to the missing data setting. Though
it was shown to perform fairly well in comparison to data imputation and deletion tech-
niques, it has yet to be evaluated in the large scale setting, and the authors admit that
it suffers from the same drawbacks as the original k-means algorithm. For example, the
k-POD algorithm is expected to “struggle when the scatter within-clusters varies dras-
tically from cluster to cluster,” again highlighting the need for a focus on underlying
structure in data mining algorithm design.
Besides the many variants to solving the k-means problem, density-based approaches
to clustering have also been popular and applicable to large-scale data. In these methods,
the underlying structural assumption is that clusters are regions of high density and
proximity of input points. Ester et al. introduced the still widely used DBSCAN[23]
algorithm in 1996, with the goal of quickly finding arbitrarily-shaped clusters in large-
7
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scale data. DBSCAN has proven invaluable to the data mining community, as evidenced
by its receiving the test of time award 1 in 2014, and is a common algorithm of choice
for clustering large-scale data.
DBSCAN starts with an initial seed, then grows clusters by adding points to the same
cluster as the seed as long as the points are within a fixed radius  of the seed. If the
added points are in a region of high enough density, then the same process is repeated
for these points. Density is defined as the number of points within the fixed radius 
of the seed, and both the density threshold and the radius are input parameters of the
algorithm. Once there are no more points whose neighborhoods need to be explored, a
new seed is selected from the input data and a new cluster is found in the same manner.
In 2013, Campello et al. introduced a hierarchical version of DBSCAN which addresses
some limitations of the original algorithm, such as its inability to find clusters of varying
densities, as well as its propensity to misclassify noise [27].
Some controversy has surrounded assumptions and claims about the running time
of DBSCAN, however. In 2015, Gan et al. and disputed the common assumption that
the complexity of DBSCAN is just O(n log n) in general, showing that the algorithm
requires O(n4/3) time if the input points have dimensionality greater than or equal to 3
and Euclidean distance is used[28]. Others have shown that DBSCAN has a worst-case
complexity of O(n2d) in the general case, with n d-dimensional input points and an ar-
bitrary distance function. The authors of the original DBSCAN paper have responded
to these challenges, acknowledging that DBSCAN indeed requires O(n2d) time in the
general case, and O(n4/3) time in the Euclidean setting with dimensionality ≥ 3. De-
spite these bounds, the authors go on to discuss and empirically show why DBSCAN is
nonetheless a good choice of clustering algorithm on many large, real-world data sets [29].
The popularity and controversy of DBSCAN point to the difficulty of efficiently finding
1http://www.kdd.org/News/view/2014-sigkdd-test-of-time-award
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clusters in large-scale data, even with relatively simple assumptions on the underlying
cluster structure. As DBSCAN relies on searching -neighborhood around input points,
the handling of missing data is delegated to the indexing structure used for finding near
neighbors in practice.
Standard matrix decomposition-based methods such as spectral clustering [8, 21], and
principal component analysis combined with a standard clustering algorithm such as k-
means [30], rely on a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the similarity or covariance
matrix of (centered or 0-mean, in the case of PCA) input data. The SVD is used to
project the data onto a lower dimensional, linear subspace. When used for clustering, it
is assumed that clusters will be well-separated and easily found after projecting the data
onto this low-dimensional space.
As discussed in section 1.1, constructing a similarity matrix for data with many
missing values is difficult and necessitates the choice of an appropriate similarity score
that accounts for missing data. Likewise, the SVD of a matrix is undefined when any of
the matrix entries are missing.
The CUR decomposition [31] is another flavor of matrix-decomposition, which differs
from SVD in that the decomposition is made up of actual rows and columns of the original
data, not of eigenvectors, which are linear combinations of the same rows and columns
and often not interpretable in practice. The CUR has been used in the same way as the
SVD for clustering – data is projected onto a lower-dimensional space obtained by taking
the most significant rows or columns of the CUR decomposition, and it is assumed that
clusters are then easily found in this lower-dimensional space. It remains a challenge to
extend CUR decompositions to the case when much of the data is missing.
Several techniques have been developed to preserve more complicated, nonlinear struc-
ture of clusters in dimensionality reduction. Examples include kernel PCA [32], locally
linear embedding [33], Laplacian eigenmaps [22]. In general, it is still an active research
9
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problem to find efficient dimensionality reduction methods that preserve nonlinear struc-
ture in the missing data realm. [34]
An interesting and less well-known underlying structure of large scale data that has
been explored in the context of clustering is fractal dimension [35, 24, 36, 25] The fractal
dimension, which characterizes the extent to which a data set is self-similar, or self-
repeating, has received some attention in the past due to its applicability to detecting
various low-dimensional structures in high-dimensional data [35, 24]. Yu et al. [25] have
shown that a data set with small fractal dimension implies low search time in massive
biological data sets, assuming a roughly uniform density of data points exists over the
entire data set. Hoecker et al. have developed a fractal-based similarity score that has
been tested on astronomical data, which works well to identify whether a point belongs
in a given cluster after an initial clustering [36]. However, very little work has been done
on general clustering methods for data with low fractal dimension, or for utilizing fractal
dimension in order to cluster large-scale, sparse data.
To summarize, the landscape of clustering algorithms too vast and diverse to survey
here, but some of the most popular clustering approaches highlight the benefit of care-
fully considering underlying clustering structure in large-scale data to efficient algorithm
design. However, extending these methods, or inventing new techniques, to address the
missing data problem in large-scale data remains a challenge. In sections 1.3 and 1.4, I
will discuss the problems stemming from missing data in the genetic mapping and rec-
ommender systems domains and I will introduce the ways I have leveraged underlying
clustering structure to help alleviate these problems.
10
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1.3 Analyzing large-scale genetic map data
A significant portion of my work has been aimed at improving computational genetic
mapping tools by designing new algorithms for large-scale data in this domain. Here, I
will give a brief introduction to the genetic mapping problem, explain why new, scalable
algorithms for data analysis are required, and introduce the contributions I’ve made
toward this goal.
Genetic maps are essential tools for analyzing DNA sequence data, not only providing
a blueprint of the genome but also unlocking linkage patterns between genetic markers,
chromosomal regions with two or more sequence variants in a population.
Genetic maps are essential for organizing DNA sequence information along chromo-
somes, and they enable diverse applications of genetics to problems in health, agriculture,
and the study of biodiversity. Early genetic maps were constructed using only a few hun-
dred genetic markers, and with such limited data, their construction was accordingly
computationally inexpensive. With the advent of inexpensive high-throughput “next
generation” sequencing [37], however, it is becoming a simple matter to generate data
corresponding to millions of genetic markers across a genome. This flood of data rules out
many standard, slow genetic mapping algorithms and poses a new challenge: to produce
accurate high-density genetic maps in a computationally efficient manner.
In the past few years, next generation sequencing technologies [37] have led to tremen-
dous growth in the amount of genetic markers available to geneticists. However, our
ability to parse, analyze, and extract knowledge from this data has not kept pace with
the power to generate it. Despite advances in de-novo genome assembly, genetic maps are
still critical to many non-trivial assemblies. Genetic maps are commonly used to com-
plete the assemblies of complex and repetitive genomes, by anchoring many disconnected
scaffolds to chromosomes.
11
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A genetic map is a linear ordering of genetic markers that is consistent with observed
patterns of inheritance in a population. An essential concept is the linkage group which
collects together markers that are found on a single chromosome. Genetic maps are
therefore organized into multiple linkage groups, with the number of groups equal to the
number of chromosomes in the species. Within a linkage group, there is a natural measure
of proximity (or genetic linkage, or recombination distance), which arises from the linear
structure of chromosomes and the mechanics of their transmission from generation to
generation.
Genetic maps can be constructed without detailed knowledge of the contiguous se-
quence of a genome, as was done for many years in the absence of methods for large-scale
genome sequencing. With the advent of high throughput genome sequencing technologies
an important new application for genetic mapping has arisen. Genome sequencing and
assembly approaches often allow the reconstruction of relatively short genomic stretches
spanning tens or hundreds of kilobases (i.e., enough to include one or a few genes). In
this way the sequences of most if not all genes of can be recovered through sequencing,
but in relatively short unlinked pieces whose chromosomal positions are not known. By
integrating large-scale genetic mapping with genome sequencing and assembly, we can
produce complete chromosome sequences. This problem is especially common in plant
genome studies, where the repetitiveness of plant genomes limits the size of sequence
assemblies.
Given a pair of markers in the same linkage group, we can estimate their proximity
on the chromosome by comparing their sequence across a mapping population of related
individuals. This estimate is made based on the LOD score, a logarithm of odds that
two markers are genetically linked, based on the similarities and differences across each
individual’s genotype. The fundamental problem of genetic map construction is to take
as input the sequences of n related individuals at m genetic markers, with low genotyping
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errors and often missing data (unknown genotypes of particular markers for particular
individuals), and to organize these markers into linear chains that represent the structure
of chromosomes.
Genetic map data can thus be represented as an m by n matrix as in Figure 1.1, where
rows represent genetic markers, and columns represent individuals from a mapping popu-
lation. The first step of genetic mapping involves clustering markers into linkage groups.
This is traditionally performed by various standard clustering algorithms applied to a
similarity graph of the markers. The similarity score between two markers can be a sim-
ple attribute comparison or a computationally intensive procedure, such as estimating
the recombination rate of two genetic markers via nonlinear regression [38, 39]. On large
datasets, computing the O(m2) pairwise similarities between all m markers quickly be-
comes prohibitive. In addition, the abundance of missing entries in genome sequencing
data makes it challenging to translate the LOD score into a distance function that re-
spects the triangle inequality, a requirement imposed on the data by many popular fast
clustering algorithms.
After linkage group discovery, the next phase of genetic mapping is the ordering of
genetic markers within each linkage group. The ordering stage of the genetic mapping
pipeline can be solved efficiently using heuristics such as a minimum-spanning tree finding
algorithm [39], but is a computational challenge in general, and has connections to the
Traveling Salesman Problem. Wu et al. [39], showed that “when the data quality is
high, the optimal order [of genetic markers] can be identified very quickly” using their
minimum-spanning tree approach. However, with large missing data rates and levels of
noise that are typical in high-throughput sequencing, the problem becomes intractable.
I have made two major contributions to knowledge discovery in genetic mapping:
1 A novel clustering algorithm for the linkage-group discovery phase of the genetic
13
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mapping pipeline, that produces high-quality clustering results even with high miss-
ing data rates and higher-than-expected levels of noise in the input data. This
method is shown empirically to outperform state-of-the art, domain-specific clus-
tering methods for genetic mapping, as well as a fast, general-purpose spectral
clustering algorithm. The algorithm is called BubbleCluster and is described in
Chapter 2.
2 A new data reduction method, which reduces the large-scale, noisy, and incomplete
genetic map data set to a smaller, more complete and accurate set of representative
points that better capture the underlying structure of the genetic map. This method
is described in Chapter 3.
1.4 K-nearest neighbor collaborative filtering in rec-
ommender systems
In the last portion of my thesis, I have expanded on some of the concepts that proved
essential to efficient algorithm design in the genetic mapping domain to the domain of
recommender systems. Though these domains have few commonalities in terms of scien-
tific or industrial objectives, but they share the data characteristics that are examined
in section 1.1 and visualized in Figure 1.1 – data are often discrete-valued, large-scale,
of high dimensionality, and fraught with missing values. These characteristics impede
the construction of accurate similarity comparisons between input points, which are an
essential component of many algorithms for knowledge discovery tasks. In this section, I
will give a brief overview of the task of collaborative filtering in the recommender systems
domain, I will describe the k-nearest-neighbor approach that has been widely adopted
to complete this task in practice, and I will introduce how my contribution of a novel
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similarity score for recommender system data improves the accuracy of the k-nearest
neighbor method.
Recommender systems arose as a way to provide personalized recommendations, in a
setting where the number of available items, products, or options to a user is too large
to sift through manually. Collaborative filtering has proven to be an effective approach
for recommendation, relying on the similarity of users or items in a system to predict
future user preferences. The premise underlying user-based collaborative filtering is that
similar users tend to rate items similarly. Therefore, to predict how a user u will rate
an item i, we should look at the ratings given to i by users similar to u. In item-based
collaborative filtering, the assumption is that similar items tend to be rated similarly by
the users. In this case, the rating prediction is based on the ratings given by user u to
items similar to i. A central component of any collaborative filtering algorithm is the
choice of similarity score that is used to evaluate user-user or item-item similarity.
Despite many improvements and successes of modern model-based collaborative filter-
ing, the k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) method remains a popular and widely used approach,
in large part due to its simplicity and scalability [40]. To perform user-based collabo-
rative filtering, the kNN method predicts the rating pui for an item i by a user u by
selecting the k most similar users to u who have rated item i. The prediction pui is then
computed by taking a (often weighted) average of the ratings given to item i by these k
similar users. Similarly, in item-based kNN, the ratings of the k items most similar to
item i and rated by user u are used to compute pui. Many variants of kNN have been
proposed and investigated in order to provide guidelines for optimal parameter settings
and implementation choices. The choice of similarity score has consistently been shown
to be highly influential on rating prediction accuracy [40, 41, 12, 42].
My contribution to this domain is the design of a new similarity score, that we call
LiRa, which avoids some of the common pitfalls of standard similarity scores when applied
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to data with many missing values. LiRa is based on the concept that an underlying
clustering structure exists among the users represented by recommender system data,
and exploits this structure in order to assess user-user similarity in a user-based approach
to collaborative filtering. LiRa is presented in Chapter 4. We show that LiRa is more
effective in finding the best users to include in a k-nearest neighbor rating prediction
scheme in comparison to other, standard scores in recommender systems as well as to a
new similarity score designed for the extreme missing data regime.
1.5 Summary of the objectives of this thesis
I have described the domain-specific problems that I will address through a focus on
underlying clustering structure: clustering genetic markers into linkage groups, reducing
large-scale genetic data to a much more complete and accurate representative set of data
vectors, and evaluating similarity between users in order to perform k-nearest neighbor-
based rating prediction for a recommender system. The approach taken here begins with
a detailed examination of the underlying structure in a data set, before investigating
the usefulness of several methods for knowledge discovery. A thorough understanding of
the structure in certain large-scale data leads to insights that can lead to more efficient
algorithms for the knowledge discovery task. In the following, I will argue that my
approach can provide simple, elegant solutions to data mining problems where large
amounts of missing values hinder the efficiency or accuracy of general methods.
1.6 Permissions and Attributions
1. The content of chapter 2 is the result of a collaboration with Aydın Buluc¸, Jarrod
Chapman, John R. Gilbert, Joseph E. Gonzalez, Stefanie Jegelka, Leonid Oliker and
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Daniel Rokhsar, and has previously appeared in the IEEE International Conference
on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM14) [43]. It is reproduced here with the
permission of IEEE.
2. The content of chapter 3 is the result of a collaboration with Aydın Buluc¸, Jarrod
Chapman, John R. Gilbert, Joseph E. Gonzalez, Stefanie Jegelka, Leonid Oliker
and Daniel Rokhsar, and has previously appeared in the 6th ACM Conference
on Bioinformatics, Computational Biology, and Health Informatics (ACM BCB15)
[44]. It is reproduced here with the permission of ACM.
3. Much of the content of chapter 4 is the result of a collaboration with Aydın Buluc¸,
John R. Gilbert, Weimin Ouyang, and Leonid Oliker and was previously presented
at the Large-Scale Recommender Systems Workshop (LSRS16).
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Chapter 2
Scalable Clustering for Genetic
Mapping
High-throughput “next generation” genome sequencing technologies are producing a flood
of inexpensive genetic information that is invaluable to genomics research. Sequences of
millions of genetic markers are being produced, providing genomics researchers with the
opportunity to construct high-resolution genetic maps for many complicated genomes.
However, the current generation of genetic mapping tools were designed for the small data
setting, and are now limited by the prohibitively slow clustering algorithms they employ in
the genetic marker-clustering stage. In this work, we present a new approach to genetic
mapping based on a fast clustering algorithm that exploits the geometry of the data.
Our theoretical and empirical analysis shows that the algorithm can correctly recover
linkage groups. Using synthetic and real-world data, including the grand-challenge wheat
genome, we demonstrate that our approach can quickly process orders of magnitude more
genetic markers than existing tools while retaining and in some cases even improving
the quality of genetic marker clusters.
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2.1 Motivation and Background
To the best of our knowledge, no faster clustering method than single linkage has been
successfully applied to the linkage group finding phase of genetic mapping, resulting in
a troublesome gap between the amount of sequence data available for analysis and the
amount that can be efficiently processed by current mapping tools. Our initial efforts at
benchmarking the popular genetic mapping tools JoinMap and MSTMap revealed that
the clustering stage is indeed a severe bottleneck to the genetic mapping process.
Here we present a fast clustering algorithm that circumvents the computation of all
similarities by exploiting prior knowledge about the specific structure of the marker data:
linkage groups (i.e., chromosomes) have an intrinsically linear substructure that remains
reflected in the similarity measure. After sorting, the algorithm creates a specific sketch
that respects both the geometry and quality of the data. We show correctness of the
algorithm under mild assumptions, and our empirical evaluation on synthetic and real-
world data demonstrates its scalability and accuracy in practice.
2.2 Problem Definition
Computational tools for genetic mapping follow three phases: (1) grouping markers
into linkage groups (typically chromosomes), (2) ordering markers within chromosomes
and (3) map distance estimation (Fig. 1(a)). Current software tools, such as the popular
MSTMap [39] and JoinMap [45], typically fail to scale beyond tens of thousands of
markers, especially when there is a high missing data rate. Our initial benchmarks
revealed that a severe bottleneck is the pairwise similarity calculation step in the linkage
group construction phase, and we therefore focus on this bottleneck here.
We attempt to solve the following problem: given m markers out of a population of
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Figure 2.1: (a) Genetic map construction pipeline: The markers are clustered into
linkage groups (LG’s), ordered within each linkage group, and finally spaced according
to their genetic distance. (b) The linear structure of markers within a linkage group;
(c) representative points ri are shown as red stars; (d), (e) difference between a
point xi that is added as a new boundary point (d) and one that is not (e) based on
LOD(rα, r2), LOD(rα, xi) & LOD(xi, r2).
n individuals, with a low genotyping error rate and a known missing data rate µ, cluster
the markers into a (possibly unknown) number k of clusters. Each cluster represents
one linkage group from the species whose sequence data is obtained from the mapping
population. Formally, we are given m markers measured across n individuals in the map-
ping population and aim to find ordered, connected clusters (linkage groups) C1, ..., Ck.
The entries of a marker feature vector xi are individual genotypes at marker sites. In
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this paper, we will explain genetic marker clustering in terms of homozygous genotypes.
Hence, the n entries of a marker feature vector can take only two values A and B, or ‘−’
for missing values.
Linkage groups are typically constructed by single linkage clustering based on LOD
score similarities. The LOD score is the logarithm of a ratio of odds that two markers
are genetically linked. A critical LOD score (linklod [45]) is estimated and serves as the
cut-off threshold for constructing clusters from the single linkage dendrogram.
The LOD score for two markers xi, xj is LOD(xi, xj) = log10
(
(1−θ)NR θR
0.5NR+R
)
, where θ =
R
NR+R
is the recombination fraction, R is the number of recombinant individuals between
the two markers, and NR is the number of non-recombinant individuals. Thus the LOD
score is the logarithm of odds that two markers are genetically linked, under a null
hypothesis of independent assortment. It is easy to show from the definition above, that
the LOD score takes on a minimum value of 0 over the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 at θ = 1/2
(where R = NR). The LOD score is symmetric about θ = 1/2, taking on its maximum
value of (R+ NR) log10(2) at θ = 0 (where R = 0) and θ = 1 (where NR = 0). Note that
R+ NR is not necessarily equal to the number of individuals in the population, because
the sequence data for either marker may be missing for a particular individual.
The LOD score is minimized at 0, and large positive values indicate that it is very
unlikely that the markers happen to (either mismatch or) match in genotype for a large
number of individuals by chance. Changes in population type (DH, RIL, F2, etc...)
only affect the computation of R and NR in the LOD calculation. Thus our algorithm
generalizes to more complex populations. In other words, heterozygosity will not change
the fact that we depend on the LOD score to evaluate marker-marker similarity.
We point out that the fixed order of genetic markers along chromosomes is a key
property of the data. Exploiting this linear, one-dimensional structure enables us to
design a specialized procedure for finding linkage groups that is faster than generic clus-
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tering algorithms. We use the LOD score to quickly build representative sketches of the
structure of each cluster. These sketches enable us to efficiently assign each marker to
its proper linkage group.
2.3 The BubbleCluster Algorithm
2.3.1 BubbleClusterAlgorithm Description
Algorithm 1 clusters in three phases: (1) perform an initial clustering C using high-
quality markers (lines 1–17); (2) assign low-quality markers to their most likely cluster
C ∈ C (lines 18–22); and finally (3) merge unrealistically small clusters with large clusters
(lines 23–25). This is a coarse-to-fine approach: it relies on a good clustering of reliable
high-quality data points in Phase 1 as a skeleton to assign the low-quality points in
Phase 2. Such a hierarchical approach relates to theoretically well-grounded clustering
techniques like core sets [46, 47] or nearest neighbor clustering [48]. In Phase 3, we
identify clusters which are too small to be considered true linkage groups. We attempt
to merge all such clusters with the larger clusters from Phases 1 and 2.
Our algorithm takes four parameters as input: the threshold LOD score τ , the non-
missing data threshold η, a cluster size threshold σ, and an odds difference threshold c.
The selection and significance of τ and η will be explained in Section 2.3.3. Briefly, τ
represents the LOD score that a marker must achieve with at least one representative
marker, or sketch point, rj in order to join the cluster that contains rj. Because missing
data makes it impossible or very unlikely that markers with many missing entries will
ever achieve a LOD score of τ , we use η to limit the number of missing entries allowed for
markers included in Phase I of our algorithm. The σ input places a lower bound on the
size of a cluster that the user expects could represent a true linkage group. The constant
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c determines whether the odds that a marker belongs to one particular cluster is much
greater than the odds that it belongs to another cluster. For ease of reference, we provide
a table of these and other variables that we refer to throughout the paper in Table 2.1.
Backbone Clustering. The first, most important phase of the algorithm exploits
the structure of genetic linkage groups for quickly ordering genetic markers. In Phase
1, we only process high-quality markers, that is markers with at least η non-missing
entries. The algorithm establishes clusters on the fly: each incoming point is either close
to, and hence assigned, to an existing cluster, or it creates a new cluster. Two clusters
are merged if they are “close” in genetic distance, i.e. if points on the boundary of the
clusters obtain a LOD score greater than a given threshold τ .
To avoid storing and comparing distances between a new point and all previous points,
we only keep a representative sketch Rα for each cluster Cα. To create and maintain
sketches, we exploit the special linear structure of the data, illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The
resulting sketch is therefore an ordered list of representative points (Fig. 1(c)) where for
every point in Cα, there is a point rα(x) in Rα with LOD(x, rα(x)) > τ .
For each incoming point x, we find the closest sketch point rmax. If LOD(x, rmax) > τ ,
then x is assigned to the cluster of rmax. Otherwise, it sprouts a new cluster (line 17). If
x is added to an existing cluster, we check whether it is well represented by the current
sketch, or whether we need to augment Rα. Here, we use the linearity assumption. If
x is outside of the boundaries specified by Rα (the isBdryPt() function, line 15), we
add x as a new (boundary) sketch point. If rmax is the only sketch point, x becomes
a new sketch point automatically. If not, we compare the LOD score between x and
the point r2 ∈ Rα immediately next to rα in the ordered list Rα, and the LOD score
between rα and r2 as illustrated in Figures 1(d) and 1(e): if LOD(x, r2) < LOD(r2, rα)
and LOD(x, r2) < LOD(x, rα), then x extends the boundary.
When x becomes a new sketch point, it extends Cα in the linear dimension along which
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we assume the sketch points to lie. It succeeds rα and becomes a new end of Rα. Finally,
we determine whether x connects two clusters (line 16) by finding the nearest sketch
point rmax2 that is not in the cluster to which x was assigned. If LOD(x, rmax2) > τ , then
x forms a bridge rmax, x, rmax2 between the two clusters. When merging clusters, we also
merge their sketches Rα and Rβ. To do so, we compare the four boundary points of Rα
and Rβ and append Rβ to the end of Rα in the order which maintains the greatest LOD
score between boundary two points, one from either cluster.
Low quality marker assignment. At the completion of Phase 1, we have an
initial clustering C of all the high-quality data points x ∈ H, along with their ordered
sketches. In Phase 2 (lines 18–22), we rely on the sketches to assign the remaining low
quality markers y ∈ X \ H to one of the existing clusters. We use a simple heuristic:
for each low-quality marker, we find the difference between lmax2 = LOD(y, rmax2) and
lmax = LOD(y, rmax), where rmax and rmax2 are defined as above. If this difference is
greater than a threshold c, then we add y to the cluster Cα containing rmax. Otherwise,
we simply create a new, temporary singleton cluster containing only the point y. This
choice of difference threshold means that the odds that y belongs to cluster Cα should be
by a factor of 10c greater than the odds that y belongs to any other cluster. Moreover, we
only assign points to existing clusters for which we have high confidence in our assignment.
Merging small clusters with large clusters. At this stage, we rely on further
assumptions about the underlying structure of our clusters, based on the following prior
knowledge of true linkage groups: we know that each marker comes from exactly one
linkage group, and that these groups tend to be relatively large. We attempt to merge
all clusters C with |C| smaller than a user-specified σ with larger clusters, by picking
a random point within each small cluster and comparing its distance to all the sketch
points r in large clusters. If this point is found to lie within the threshold distance of a
sketch point, then we merge the small cluster with the large cluster. We can estimate σ
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based on the number of markers and the number of expected linkage groups – σ is the
largest cluster size that the user would consider too small to be a true linkage group.
Running time.
The BubbleCluster algorithm runs in time O(m log(m) + mr) for m markers and
r sketch points. If we have chosen a threshold less than LODmax, which is the maxi-
mum achievable LOD score between any two markers in our dataset (and is bounded
by n log10 2) then the number of sketch points is bounded by the number of uniquely
identifiable locations in the genome, which we refer to as bins1 and whose number we
denote with b. For a fixed number k of chromosomes in the organism and n individuals
in the mapping population, the number of bins is proportional to n and k: b = O(nk) [5].
Thus r = O(kn). For the organisms of interest in our work, under typical experimental
conditions, the number of bins is in the thousands. In our experiments, the number of
sketch points never exceeded 7% of the linkage group size, and was in fact much lower
than nk.
2.3.2 Analysis
We make the following assumptions on the true underlying linkage groups C∗1 , . . . C
∗
K
that are roughly reasonable for real data.
A1. Separation: there exists a λsep > 0 such that for any C
∗
α and any two points x ∈ C∗α,
y /∈ C∗α, it holds that LOD(x, y) < λsep.
A2. Connectedness: there exists a constant λconn with 0 < λsep < λconn such that
for every C∗α and each x1, x2 ∈ C∗α, there is a path of points y1, . . . ym ∈ C∗α ∩ H
1Many markers may map to the same location on a chromosome.
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with LOD(x1, y1) > λconn, LOD(ym, x2) > λconn and LOD(yj, yj+1) > λconn for all
1 ≤ j ≤ m.
A3. Local linear ordering: If for three points x1, x2, x3 ∈ C∗α, LOD(x1, x2) > λconn − δ
and LOD(x2, x3) > λconn − δ for a δ > 0, then the true order of these points is
x1, x2, x3 if and only if LOD(x1, x3) < min (LOD(x1, x2), LOD(x2, x3))
2.
Lemma 2.3.1 If λconn > τ ≥ λconn − δ > λsep and if A1-A3 hold, then the algorithm
identifies the correct clusters for all points in H within one pass over the sorted data.
Proof: First, the following invariant holds throughout and after Phase 1: any
existing cluster C ′α is a subset of a true cluster, i.e., C
′
α ⊆ C∗β for some β. When a cluster
is created, it consists of one point and therefore certainly is contained in a single true
cluster. If a new point x gets added to C ′α, that point is within a LOD score of τ > λsep of
rmax ∈ C∗β, and hence by A1, x and rmax must be in the same true cluster. Two clusters
are merged only if there is a path (rmax, x, rmax2) between them with a LOD score of at
least τ at each hop. By A1, these clusters must therefore belong to the same true cluster.
Second, we see that if C ′α ⊆ C∗γ and C ′β ⊆ C∗γ , then α = β, i.e., no true cluster is
split: If C∗γ was split, then, by A2, there would be points yα ∈ C ′α and yβ ∈ C ′β with
LOD(yα, yβ) > λconn. Let rα be the point that yα was assigned to, and rβ the point
that yβ was assigned to. Then LOD(rα, yα) > τ and LOD(rβ, yβ) > τ . Without loss of
generality, let us assume that yβ was encountered after yα by the algorithm, and that yα
is the closest point (highest LOD score) to yβ in Cα. Then, yα must be a boundary point
when it is added to its cluster. To see this, consider 2 cases:
(i) rα is the only sketch point in its cluster at the time yα is seen. In this case, yα
automatically becomes a new representative point.
2This assumption is supported by the fact that the recombination fraction between markers very
close together on the chromosome is a reliable estimate of genetic distance [49],[50]
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(ii) There are other sketch points in the cluster of rα. By the way we merge clusters,
there must be at least one sketch point r′α with LOD(r
′
α, rα) > τ . Since LOD(yα, rα) >
LOD(yα, r
′
α), LOD(yα, rα) > τ , and LOD(r
′
α, rα) > τ , then by A3 yα will be made a
boundary point when it is encountered.
Since yα is a boundary point, then when yβ is encountered, its LOD score will be highest
with the sketch points rα and yβ, with both of these LOD scores above τ . Hence, C
′
α and
C ′β will be merged.
In the presence of high missing data rates, the algorithm still provably achieves perfect
precision but not perfect recall.
2.3.3 Parameters
In theory and in practice, the LOD threshold τ and non-missing data threshold η
will affect both the running time and the accuracy of our algorithm. In this section, we
show that τ and η are interdependent, and we explain how we choose τ and η given a
population size n and a missing data rate µ. The effect of c and σ is easily explained and
will be addressed at the end of the section.
Recall that a marker must achieve a LOD score above τ with a representative point in
order to join that representative point’s cluster, and that η limits the number of missing
entries a marker vector can have in order to be included in the high-quality marker set
H. Our choices of τ and η were made to maximize the probability that each marker will
be assigned to the correct cluster (set the LOD threshold τ high enough), but to also
include enough points in H to build a reliable sketch of each cluster (set the nonmissing
threshold η low enough).
Suppose that the number of observed entries nnm in a marker xi is less than the
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number of observed entries in another marker xj. As the number of nonrecombinant
individuals NR in this pair of markers (xi, xj) approaches nnm, the maximum achievable
LOD score for this pair approaches nnm log10 2 (by the definition of the LOD score in
Section 2.2):
lim
NR→nnm
log10
((
1− R
R+NR
)NR ( R
R+NR
)R
0.5R+NR
)
= nnm log10 2
Thus, the maximum achievable LOD score for a marker is dependent upon the number of
nonmissing entries in that marker. For a LOD threshold τ , if nnm ≤ τ/ log10 2 in xi, then
line 12 will evaluate to false for any choice of rmax. We want to set η high enough to
prevent an overabundance of clusters from sprouting, which would necessarily raise the
number of representative points and hurt efficiency – thus η should be at least τ/ log10 2.
We can be even more aggressive in limiting missing entries in the high-quality set,
however. Given a missing rate µ, and a marker xi with nnm non-missing entries, we
expect the number of non-missing entries xi shares with any other marker will be:
E [shared nonmissing entries(xi)] = (1− µ)nnm. Thus if
(1− µ)nnm > τ/ log10 2⇒ nnm > τ/(1− µ) log10 2
then we expect xi to achieve a LOD score greater than the threshold τ with at least
one other marker xk in the high-quality set. If the structure of each cluster is indeed
approximately linear, then we expect that the sketch point r nearest xk will also achieve
a high LOD with xi, allowing xi to be placed in the appropriate cluster. If, on the other
hand, nnm ≤ τ/(1−µ) log10 2, we can choose to eliminate xi from H because it is unlikely
that xi will score higher than τ with any sketch point.
Here the interplay between the efficiency and accuracy of our algorithm becomes
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apparent. For a high missing data rate, the gap between λconn and λsep may be small,
and τ must be set very high. If τ is greater than λsep, we can guarantee perfect precision,
but we may eliminate so many markers from the high-quality marker set that we will
not have enough markers to guarantee coverage of all clusters, resulting in low recall.
Therefore, with a high missing data rate we seek to minimize the probability that we
assign a marker to the wrong cluster, allowing τ to be less than λsep. Let p represent this
probability:
p = P (LOD(xi, xj) > τ |xi ∈ Ci, xj ∈ Cj, i 6= j)
By the definition of the LOD score, p ≤ 1/10τ . Let ncomp be the number of LOD
comparisons that we make in line 12 of our algorithm. The probability that we make no
mistakes in assigning a marker to its cluster is then:
P (no mistakes) = (1− p)ncomp
Therefore, to ensure that P (no mistakes) > 1−  for  > 0, we need:
(
1− 1
10τ
)ncomp
> 1− 
⇒ τ > log10
(
1
1− (1− )1/ncomp
)
Recall that bins are uniquely identifiable locations on the genetic map, and their number
b is O(kn) for k linkage groups and n individuals in the mapping population. An upper
bound on ncomp is thus
(
b
2
)
, corresponding to the grossly pessimistic situation where
every bin is represented by a representative point, and the LOD score must therefore be
evaluated once for every bin pair. Although this is a worst-case scenario, we can use this
upper bound to estimate τ given an  > 0.
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Our selection of τ and η is thus a balancing act, where we want to ensure that τ is
high enough to guarantee a high P (no mistakes), but at the same time is not so high that
a large fraction of our data would be excluded from Phase 1, which we rely on to build
a sketch of each cluster. For example, if we are given a population size of n = 300, we
expect k = 10 linkage groups, and we want to achieve P (no mistakes) > 0.99, then τ >
log10
(
1/1− 0.991/(30002 )
)
= 8.6509 would achieve perfect precision with 99% confidence.
Given a missing data rate µ = 35%, we require nnm > 8.6509/(0.65) log10 2 = 44.2117,
so we would set η to 44. If µ = 65%, then by the same calculation we would require
η ≥ 82.1076. If this choice of η excludes too many markers from H, we might choose to
either raise  or allow less-than-perfect precision (achieve a low P (number of mistakes >
constant)) in exchange for greater coverage of the linkage groups by the markers in H. In
practice, we achieve extremely high precision as well as recall using these crude estimates.
Although c and σ also influence the resulting cluster quality, their effect is quite
obvious. Higher c values prevent markers with many missing entries to be assigned to
any cluster, resulting in more small clusters in the output. These small clusters can be
left out of the final genetic map or assigned to larger clusters by more careful analysis
by the user. Similarly, high values of σ can cause unnecessary comparisons to be made
between large clusters that already represent linkage groups, while extremely small values
may miss the opportunity to merge small clusters with larger clusters.
2.3.4 Related Work
Several computational tools exist for the construction of genetic linkage maps, as
explained in the survey by Cheema and Dicks [5]. Since then, OneMap [51] and Lep-
MAP [52] have also been proposed. All these tools, without exception, perform all-
pairs comparisons among markers, making them unsuitable for datasets with millions
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of markers. Structural clustering methods that have been applied to genetic mapping
include connected components [53, 54, 39] and single linkage clustering [55]. Differently
from single linkage, we construct and merge clusters on the fly, requiring only one pass
through the data after sorting.
General compressed representations for clustering problems have been addressed by
core sets [46, 47], and by hierarchical re-clustering ideas for streaming and distributed
clustering [56, 57]. As opposed to general sampling techniques, we extract a problem-
specific representative core set deterministically within one pass, and exploit the specific
structure of the marker data.
Our algorithm maintains an ordering of the dataset that is similar in spirit to the
OPTICS [58], DBSCAN [59], or BIRCH [60] algorithms. However, our algorithm is
not density based. Applying density-based approaches to genetic marker data would be
difficult if not impossible, due to the lack of a distance metric with which to compute
inter-marker distances. The challenge is converting the LOD similarity score into a valid
distance metric which respects the triangle inequality. We cannot use density-based
approaches which rely on the notion of an “−neighborhood” around data points in
order to find a dense region of the space in which the data lie.
Our algorithm uses several representative points to provide an accurate coverage of
the underlying cluster. In that sense, our approach is closest to the CURE algorithm [61],
which also maintains representative points. The specific insight we draw from the genetic
mapping problem enables our algorithm to maintain a better performance bound than
CURE’s O(m2 logm) bound, and allows us to prove correctness with mild assumptions.
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2.4 Experimental Evaluation
We compare our algorithm to two popular genetic mapping tools: JoinMap and
MSTMap. We also provide a comparison with PIC, a spectral clustering approach [21].
Most of the experiments were run on Neumann, a quad-core server with AMD Opteron
8378 Processors running at 2.4GHz. Because JoinMap requires the Windows OS, exper-
iments with JoinMap were performed on a Windows desktop with Intel 2.93GHz Core
2 Duo processors. Our code was written in C++ and compiled with gcc 4.4.7. All
experiments are single threaded and use a single core.
2.4.1 Data
We evaluate BubbleCluster on both real and synthetic datasets. The first dataset,
barley, consists of 65,357 genetic markers from a population of 90 individuals with 20%
missing data. This species of barley has 7 true linkage groups. The second, larger
switchgrass dataset of 548,281 genetic markers comes from a population of 500 individuals
(with some replicated individuals for better coverage), with 65% missing data and 18 true
linkage groups. Due to its size, previous clustering efforts on this data focused only on
the 113,326 highest-quality markers. We cluster both the 113K subset of markers and the
complete 548K dataset in our experiments to demonstrate the scalability of our algorithm.
Our third timing result on real data is for the grand-challenge wheat genome, containing
1,582,606 markers from a population of 88 individuals and 21 true linkage groups with
39% missing data entries. We do not report accuracy results on wheat because single-
linkage clustering failed to provide a golden standard result to compare to after a week
of computation given all our resources.
For scaling studies, we rely primarily on synthetic data generated by the Spaghetti
software, which simulates genetic marker data with real-life complications [62]. In par-
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ticular, we created datasets for a range of missing data rates, from 0 to 65%. We varied
the number of markers from 12.5K to 400K, doubling the size at each increment. The
population size was fixed at 300, the sequencing error rate at 0.1%, and the number of
linkage groups at 10 in all experiments.
2.4.2 Evaluation Metric
We use the overall F -score to evaluate the quality of each clustering. The F -score
ranges from 0 (no correspondence) to 1 (perfect match), and evaluates a test cluster
Ci with respect to a “golden standard” cluster Gj in terms of precision and recall [63].
Formally, if Gj ∈ G is a golden standard cluster, then the F -score for a test cluster Ci
with respect to Gj is defined as: F (Gj, Ci) =
2pijrij
rij+pij
, for recall rij =
|Ci∩Gj |
|Gj | and precision
pij =
|Ci∩Gj |
|Ci| . The overall F -score is a normalized, weighted sum of the F -scores for each
golden standard cluster Gj ∈ G: F (G, C) = 1m
∑k
j=1 |Gj|maxi=1...l F (Gj, Ci), where k is
the number of true clusters, l is the number of test clusters, and m is the total number
of datapoints. “True” clusters are generated directly in simulated data experiments; for
real data, if assumption A1 holds, then single linkage clustering will provably find the
correct clusters given a threshold τ > λsep. We thus rely on the outcome of single linkage
clustering to measure accuracy on real data.
2.4.3 Results
Table 2.2 summarizes the running time and F -score on the real data sets. A LOD
threshold of τ = 8 with nonmissing data threshold η = 66 was used to cluster the 65K
barley dataset; for switchgrass, we used thresholds τ = 20 and η = 132; for wheat, we
fixed τ = 9 and η = 44. The c parameter was set to 5, and σ to 100, in all experiments.
Our selection of τ and η was based on two objectives, as explained in Section 2.3.3: (1)
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maximize the probability that each marker is assigned to the correct cluster, but at the
same time (2) ensure that Phase 1 contains sufficiently many markers to build a reliable
sketch of each cluster. No mapping tool we know of, including the popular MSTMap or
JoinMap, has been successful in clustering genetic marker datasets at this scale.
Table 2.2 demonstrates that we achieve very accurate clusters in O(m logm) time for
m markers, a significant improvement over the O(m2) algorithms used by other genetic
marker clustering tools. We emphasize that these datasets come from real-world sequence
data, where missing data entries do not have a simple known distribution. Nonetheless,
our algorithm recovers the linkage groups with both precision and recall above 97%. We
omit comparisons with MSTMap on all but the smallest dataset of 64K markers, where
it took MSTMap almost a week to ultimately place all the markers in the same cluster.
The clustering accuracy of the recently sequenced wheat genome, with 1.582 million
markers, has been independently validated in a recent study [64]. In summary, our
algorithm achieves very high accuracy at fast running times.
Table 2.3 underscores our ability to outperform existing genetic clustering methods
as well as more general clustering methods applied to synthetic genetic marker data.
Even on relatively small datasets, where JoinMap and MSTMap complete the clustering
stage in a reasonable amount of time, we achieve identical F -scores as those methods,
but within a fraction of the time. In fact, the results are slightly biased in favor of
JoinMap. Although this tool will automatically construct the single-linkage dendrogram
from an input data matrix, the user must select which dendrogram edges to cut in order
to produce the final clusters. We selected the edges that resulted in the best clustering
based on our prior knowledge of the simulated linkage groups. The time reported is only
the time for generating the JoinMap dendrogram.
The best run out of several re-runs with different counts of pseudo-eigenvectors for
the PIC algorithm is reported in Table 2.3. The clustering was performed using k-
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Figure 2.2: Average errors (1 − F -score, left axis) and runtimes (right axis) for in-
creasing dataset sizes.
means++ [26] on the data projected onto the two-dimensional space spanned by two
pseudo-eigenvectors. This procedure performed empirically the best. We include the
running time of PIC given the similarity matrix as input, and indicate the O(m2) time
required to construct this matrix in parentheses. The inability of PIC to produce com-
petitive results in terms of clustering quality motivates the need for a more application-
specific approach in this domain. We point out the drawbacks in applying general clus-
tering methods to a problem with missing data, a similarity function that cannot be
expressed as an inner product, and an underlying structure that can only be exploited if
the application-specific problem is well understood.
Our ability to scale, while simultaneously making use of more data availability, is
demonstrated in Fig. 2.2. Here, we increase the size of our synthetic dataset from 12.5K
to 400K genetic markers. We report the clustering quality for both 35% and 65% missing
data in terms of the errors we make; the error is reported in terms of (1 − F -score) for
each (dataset size, missing data rate) pair (left-hand axis of Fig. 2.2). The running times
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for the same data are plotted with respect to the right-hand axis of Fig. 2.2. Both
the running time and errors are averages of five trials on each dataset size. We make
two points about these empirical results: (1) the error we make in clustering decreases
linearly, in almost exact correlation with the size of the data, and (2) the running time
increases with O(m logm), promising reliable performance up to almost half a million
markers, even with an enormous amount of missing data. Comparing Table 2.2 with
these results, we believe the behavior of our algorithm in these experiments is predictive
of its performance in the real world.
Lastly, we make a note on the impact of our choices of thresholds on the cluster
quality and the running time. Tables 2.4 and 2.5 capture the behavior of BubbleCluster
on a 200K simulated dataset with 300 individuals with fixed missing data rates of 65%
and 35%, respectively. In the top half of Table 2.4, we fix η at 66 and vary τ . With
this choice of η, any marker that can achieve a maximum LOD score of at least 20 will
be included in the high-quality set H. The running time increases with increasing τ , as
expected; a higher τ will cause more clusters and sketch points to be created, increasing
the number of LOD comparisons the algorithm needs to make. The F -score also increases
up to τ = 8, then drops off slightly for increasing values of τ . This is due to Phase III
of our algorithm – at τ > 8, small clusters are created that cannot be merged with any
large existing cluster because no marker within the small clusters achieves a high enough
LOD score with any of the large clusters’ sketch points.
In the bottom half of Table 2.4, we reverse the roles of η and τ . Here, τ remains
fixed at 8 and we increase η from 66 (22% observed entries) to 149 (49.67% observed).
In parentheses we show what we call the self-lod of a marker for the given value of η,
which is the LOD score a marker would achieve with itself if it had n− η missing entries,
i.e. the maximum achievable LOD score for a marker with η observed entries. We see
that at η = 66, every marker is included in the high-quality set H, and the F -score is
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very high. As we increase η, more markers are excluded from H and the F -score suffers.
Note that at η = 99, more than 50K markers are excluded from H, resulting in poorer
coverage of the clusters with sketch points and a greater chance that low-quality markers
will not achieve a high LOD score with any sketch point. These low-quality markers
are left out of large clusters, decreasing the recall in the F−score. As we increase η to
exclude a majority of the markers, the F -score drops off dramatically. These results show
that while we attempt to eliminate very “low-quality” markers from our dataset, a high
enough LOD threshold allows us to include many markers with high amounts of missing
data in our “high-quality” set H, producing very accurate clusters.
Table 2.5, with analogous results to Table 2.4 for 35% missing data, tells a similar
story. The running time increases with increasing τ and fixed η. However, here we see
a much wider range of τ values will give accurate results very quickly. We can afford to
set τ to a much higher value than in the case of 65% missing data, allowing η to be low
enough to include all the markers in our dataset in H for higher F -scores.
2.5 Discussion
Current approaches to genetic mapping were designed for a small data setting, and
use algorithms that scale quadratically in the number of markers. We propose an ap-
proach that exploits the underlying linear structure of chromosomes to avoid expensive
comparisons between (quadratically) many pairs of markers. The resulting linkage groups
(i.e., marker clusters) are highly concordant with computationally expensive quadratic
calculations, but our improved scaling allows far denser maps to be constructed with
minimal computation.
After the formation of linkage groups, the next step in constructing a high quality
genetic map is inferring the detailed ordering of markers along chromosomes. Since our
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method takes into account the linear structure of chromosomes from the start, the result
is an approximate marker ordering that is an excellent starting point for detailed marker
order by simulated annealing or other methods that explore short-range perturbations of
our approximate ordering. In fact, the sketch point order found by our algorithm for the
barley dataset (Sec. 2.4.1), was highly correlated with the true marker order in barley
linkage groups: for 6 out of 7 groups, the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient ρ was
above 0.9. We are currently working on an efficient ordering algorithm that can use the
results of BubbleCluster to infer missing data and to quickly order markers.
Our algorithm can significantly speed up current genetic mapping efforts on large
datasets. Though the ordering phase of genetic mapping has been shown to be NP-
hard, efficient heuristic algorithms have been proposed to quickly order markers within a
linkage group [39]. BubbleCluster eliminates the bottleneck in current genetic mapping
tools in the big data setting. An important application of our method is in the efficient
construction of ultra-dense genetic maps for large and complex genomes that are filled
with repetitive sequences that frustrate genome assembly but do not limit the number of
genetic markers. The most economically important of these genomes are various grasses,
including crops grown for food (e.g., barley and wheat, whose genome sizes are two- to
seven-fold larger than the human genome) or as biofuel feedstocks (e.g, switchgrass and
miscanthus, polyploids that contain multiple, subtly different copies of a basic genome).
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Algorithm 1: BubbleCluster Algorithm
Inputs: X = {x1 . . . xM}, τ, η, c, σ
1 C ← ∅; R ← ∅; // Lists of cluster and representative sets
2 sort X by increasing missing data;
3 H = {xi ∈ X | nonmissing(xi) > η} ;
4 if |H| == 0 then return C,R;
5 for point x ∈ H in sequence do
6 if R = ∅ then
7 define new cluster Cα: Cα ← {x};
8 define new rep. set Rα: Rα ← {x};
9 C ← C ∪ Cα,R ← R∪Rα;
10 else
11 rmax = argmax
r
LOD(x, r) s.t. r ∈ Rα ∈ R;
12 if LOD(x, rmax) > τ then
13 rmax2 = argmax
r/∈Rα
LOD(x, r) ;
14 assign x to cluster Cα: Cα ← Cα ∪ {x};
15 if isBdryPt (x,Rα) then add x to the correct end of Rα ;
16 if LOD(x, rmax2) > τ then MergeRs (Rα, Rβ); MergeCs (Cα, Cβ) ;
17 else set up new cluster: C ← C ∪ {x},R ← R∪ {x} ;
18 for y ∈ X \ H do
19 rmax = argmax
r
LOD(y, r) s.t. r ∈ Rα ∈ R; rmax2 = argmax
r/∈Rα
LOD(y, r) ;
20 lmax2 = LOD(y, rmax2); lmax = LOD(y, rmax);
21 if (lmax − lmax2) > c then Cα ← Cα ∪ {y} ;
22 else set up new cluster: C ← C ∪ {y},R ← R∪ {y} ;
23 for all C in C s.t. |C| < σ do
24 pick a cj ∈ C;
25 if LOD(cj, rk) > τ for any rk in any Rα ∈ R then MergeCs (C,Cα) ;
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τ LOD threshold
η non-missing data threshold (applied to marker vector entries)
σ cluster size threshold
c odds difference threshold
µ missing data rate in the dataset
n population size (number of individuals in the mapping population)
k number of clusters
 error tolerance for misassignment of markers to clusters
nnm number of non-missing entries in a particular marker vector
r number of representative points aka sketch points
b number of bins, i.e. unique locations on the genetic map, always O(nk)
H high-quality set, defined as the set of markers with nnm > η
Table 2.1: List of parameters/variables used
BubbleClusterDataset Markers
F -score Time
Barley 64K 0.9993 15 sec
S-grass 113K 0.9745 8.9 min
S-grass 548K 0.9894 1.9 hrs
Wheat 1.582M N/A 1.22 hrs
Table 2.2: Clustering performance on Barley, Switchgrass, and Wheat from the Joint
Genome Institute using BubbleCluster. MSTmap and JoinMAP are unable to cluster
data sets at this scale.
12.5K Markers 25K MarkersClustering
F-Score Time F-Score Time
JoinMAP 0.9996 14 min 0.9998 46 min
MSTMap 0.9996 4.5 min 0.9998 20 min
PIC 0.4702
11 sec
0.6078
44 sec
+(4 min) +(16.5 min)
Bubble 0.9996 6 sec 0.9998 15 sec
Table 2.3: Performance comparison of clustering algorithms using synthetic Spaghetti
with 35% missing data and 0.1% error rate. All experiments ran on Neumann
(Linux/AMD), except JoinMap ran on the Windows machine. The parenthesized
PIC algorithm number is preprocessing time for pairwise calculations.
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200K Markers, 300 individuals, 65% missing, η = 66
τ 5 6 7 8 9 10
F-Score 0.1894 0.5240 0.9261 0.9999 0.9998 0.9988
Time (s) 82.5 124 155 183 242 307
200K Markers, 300 individuals, 65% missing, τ = 8
η (self-lod) 66 (20) 83 (25) 99 (30) 116 (35) 132 (40) 149 (45)
F-Score 0.9999 0.9982 0.9004 0.6169 0.4986 N/A
Time (s) 183 190 180 101 42.3 N/A
# markers with nnm > η 200,000 199,205 148,914 16,551 99 0
Table 2.4: F-scores & running times for varying choices of η & τ on a 200K dataset
with 65% missing data.
200K Markers, 300 individuals, 35% missing, η = 132
τ 5 10 15 20 25 30
F-Score 0.6225 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999
Time (s) 48.6 67.0 70.9 82.0 106 170
200K Markers, 300 individuals, 35% missing, τ = 20
η (self-lod) 132 (40) 166 (50) 172 (52) 179 (54) 186 (56) 192 (58)
F-Score 0.9999 0.9999 0.9992 0.9930 0.9610 0.8948
Time (s) 82.0 84.6 82.7 83.0 81.7 82.0
# markers with nnm > η 200,000 199,920 199,296 193,701 169,648 124,263
Table 2.5: F-scores & running times for varying choices of η & τ on a 200K dataset
with 35% missing data.
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Data reduction for genetic mapping
We present a fast and accurate algorithm for reducing large-scale genetic marker data to
a smaller, less noisy, and more complete set of bins, representing uniquely identifiable lo-
cations on a chromosome. Our experimental results on real and synthetic data show that
our algorithm runs in near-linear time, allowing for the analysis of millions of markers.
Our algorithm reduces the problem scale while preserving accuracy, making it feasible
to use existing genetic mapping tools without resorting to complex, time-intensive pre-
processing methods to filter or sample the original data set. Additionally, our approach
also decreases the uncertainty in genotype calls, improving the quality of the data. Pre-
liminary results demonstrate that existing methods for marker ordering designed for the
small scale settings perform with equivalent accuracy when given our reduced bin set as
input.
3.1 Introduction
We make the following three important contributions to genetic mapping: (1) We
efficiently process genetic marker data sets orders of magnitude greater than any known
genetic mapping tool in nearly-linear time, reducing the data to a size that can be easily
managed by traditional mapping tools. (2) We show that our method discovers the
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i1 i2 i3 i4 i5
x1 1 -1 - - 1
x2 1 -1 1 1 -1
x3 1 1 - - -
x4 1 - -1 - -1
x5 -1 - -1 1 -
x6 1 1 -1 1 -
x7 - - - 1 -1    (missing data)
x4
x7
x5
x
2
x3 , x6 
Genetic Map
Marker-Individual 
Data Matrix (error)
-1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 1 -1
1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 -1 1 -1
Linkage Group 1
Linkage Group 2x
1
Figure 3.1: Producing a genetic map from a data matrix of homozygous genetic markers.
fundamental resolution of genetic marker data nearly perfectly, even for very noisy data
sets with many missing values. (3) By reducing genetic marker data to its fundamental
resolution, we preserve information relevant to genetic map construction while eliminating
errors and uncertainty.
Recall that genetic mapping is generally described as a three-step process[5]: (1)
Cluster genetic markers into sets that represent linkage groups, ideally in one to one cor-
respondence with chromosomes. (2) Order the markers within each linkage group. (3)
Determine the genetic spacing between ordered markers within each linkage group. Fig-
ure 3.1 illustrates the outcome of genetic mapping for a data matrix of m = 7 homozygous
genetic markers from a mapping population of n = 5 individuals. Homozygosity guaran-
tees that each marker can only take on one of two values for a given individual. Each
marker xj is given as a row in the data matrix, with the number of columns equal to
mapping population size. Homozygous markers are abundant for many population types
used in genetic mapping (e.g. doubled-haploid (DH) and advanced recombinant inbred
line (RIL) populations) [5, 39, 65]. Each column represents the homozygous state of a
genetic marker, +1 or -1, or 0 for missing data, for each individual. The end-product of
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the genetic mapping pipeline is a blueprint of the genome, showing which markers belong
to which linkage group, and within each linkage group, genetic map locations correspond
to n-dimensional vectors that indicate genotypes at these locations. Note that, as is the
case for x3 and x6 in the figure, more than one marker can map to the same location.
Figure 3.1 also alludes to the computational difficulties associated with generating
a high-quality, large-scale genetic map. First, large amounts of missing data make it
difficult to cluster markers into linkage groups using simple similarity metrics. Second,
even small genotyping error rates cause some genotypes to appear as opposite of their
true value (i.e. +1 flips to -1, or visa-versa, in the data matrix), adding a layer of
difficulty for analyzing marker linkage patterns. Third, as the amount of data (rows
in the data matrix) grows into the millions, traditional polynomial-time algorithms that
were designed for small-scale genetic mapping are not sufficiently fast to process the data.
Errors and missing data values in large data sets have been shown to dramatically affect
the quality of the genetic map produced by existing tools ([39]). Therefore, our algorithm
not only improves the efficiency of the mapping process by reducing the data set size,
but by reducing errors and missing values, has the potential to significantly improve the
quality of the final map.
In this work, we aim to reduce genetic mapping data to its fundamental resolution,
which is independent of the data set size. Differently from a map’s density, which is
limited by the number of genetic markers, the resolution of a map depends on the number
of individuals in the mapping population. We propose an algorithm that reduces the
scale of genetic marker data to its fundamental resolution, thereby reducing noise and
enabling classic bioinformatic algorithms to be efficiently applied to new large-scale data
sets with increased robustness. By running experiments on synthetic data, as well as
real data consisting of barley and the highly complex wheat genome, we demonstrate
that our approach can perform data reduction in near-linear time. Additionally, we show
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Figure 3.2: Input data illustration. Here, B is a set of 2 distinct 2-vectors which
generated the 9 markers x1, . . . , x9. The arrows indicate the markers that belong to
bin1, corresponding to bin vector b1. The rest of the xj ’s belong to bin2. Red entries
represent genotyping errors and 0’s indicate missing data.
that our novel algorithm preserves high accuracy compared with the gold standard, and
produces a reduced bin set whose ordering is almost identical to the solution obtained
by MSTMap [39] given the exact bins as input.
3.2 Problem Definition
We assume that M homozygous markers are given to us as input. Thus each marker
xj is a vector with each entry xj(i) represented by values +1 or -1, or 0 for missing data.
Genetic maps are built by computing probabilities of linkage between genetic markers,
based on similarities between genotypes of individuals in the mapping population. In the
absence of errors, differences in genotypes for a single individual at two different markers
are based solely on the concept of recombination. Typically, one to two recombination
events occur per chromosome per individual [49, 50]. For two markers xj, xl on the same
chromosome, if no recombination event occurs between them, then the vectors will be
indistinguishable (i.e. xj = xl) in the data matrix.
This insight is the key to our argument that a fundamental resolution exists for any
fixed population size, independent of the data set size, and leads to the effectiveness of our
algorithm. The number of uniquely identifiable locations on a genetic map, referred to bin
vectors, is limited by the number of recombination events that occur in the population,
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Figure 3.3: Visualization of our BubbleCluster algorithm. Each linkage group is
represented as a cluster spanned by a set of sketch (red) points rκq, such that each
marker xj (blue) is within a threshold LOD score τ of at least one sketch point. Xκq
represents the sets of markers closest to sketch point rκq.
which in turn is limited by the number of chromosomes (k) in the genome and the number
of individuals (n) in the mapping population. The number of recombination events is
O(kn), with the constant in the big-O notation typically close to 1 [66, 5].
The idea that many markers may map to the same location in a genetic map is well
known in the bioinformatics community [39, 5, 45, 55, 67]. The novelty in our approach
is to frame genetic mapping as a data reduction problem, and to leverage large amounts
of data to discover the bin vectors that establish the fundamental resolution size.
The data reduction problem is stated as follows. The goal is to find the set B of
distinct bin vectors b1, . . . , bq ∈ {−1, 0, 1}1×n that generated the data X ∈ {−1, 0, 1}M×n.
We assume a fixed error rate  in the data. Thus, if bk generated xj, then xj(i) = bk(i)
with probability 1 −  and xj(i) 6= bk(i) with probability . We further assume a fixed
missing rate µ, giving an independent probability to the event that xj(i) = 0. Finally,
we assume that M  n. In addition to the bin vectors bq, we seek to identify the set
binq of markers generated by each bq. Figure 3.2 gives a tiny example of 9× 2 input data
X , generated from the 2× 1 bin vectors b1, b2 ∈ B. Here the markers x1, x3, x4, x8 and x9
comprise the set bin1, and the remainder of the markers belong to bin2.
Note that the number of genetic markers can be orders of magnitude larger than
the number of bins. In other words, for large data sets, multiple markers xj ∈ X will
necessarily map to the same location bk ∈ B in the genetic map by the Pigeonhole
Principle. Thus, even with high missing data rates and realistic error rates, large amounts
of data allow us to eliminate much of the uncertainty in bin vector values, as most markers
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xj in the same bin will agree in genotype values for all non-missing entries xj(i) 6= 0.
The challenge is to reduce the M input markers to O(kn) bins.
Our previous work presented the BubbleCluster algorithm [68] (described in Chapter
2 ), which demonstrated that large sets of markers can be efficiently partitioned into
clusters by forming a linked chain of sketch points that span each cluster. Markers that
achieve a LOD score of τ or greater with a particular sketch point are genetically linked
with high probability. A LOD score between two homozygous markers xj and xk is given
by the formula: LOD(xj, xk) = log10
( oηjk)o( ηjk−oηjk )ηjk−o
2
ηjk
 where ηjk is the number of
entries i for which both xj(i) 6= 0 and xk(i) 6= 0, and o is the number of entries i for
which xj(i) 6= 0, xk(i) 6= 0, and xj(i) 6= xk(i). Thus η is the number of non-missing
entries shared by both xj and xk, and o is the number of those non-missing entries for
which xj and xk disagree in genotype. BubbleCluster is similar in spirit to density-based
clustering, but with a threshold similarity score τ used to determine when to link points
to the same cluster, instead of applying a threshold on the density surrounding a point
before linking it with others in the same cluster. BubbleCluster is visualized in Figure 3.2,
where markers are assigned to clusters, but also partitioned within clusters into groups
Xκq. Each Xκq represents the set of markers with high probability of genetic linkage with
a particular sketch point rκq, corresponding to the qth sketch point in cluster κ. We use
the sets Xκq as a starting point, or coarse clustering, to obtain a more refined clustering
that will enable us to discover the bin vectors in our data set.
3.3 Data Reduction Algorithm Description
We now present our algorithm that follows a course-to-fine clustering approach. The
algorithm first partitions markers into linkage groups, then obtains a coarse clustering
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within each linkage group into sets Xκq, and uses these sets to estimate the error rate 
in our data set. Then, the estimated  is used to recursively bisect each set Xκq until the
fraction of errors within a set is close to our error estimate for each individual i. Each
set of markers returned by our algorithm represents a bin bink, and the bin vector values
bk(i) are assigned intuitively, becoming +1 if for a majority of the markers xj ∈ bink,
xj(i) = +1, and -1 otherwise. We expand on the details of our algorithm below.
3.3.1 Estimating the Error Rate
Algorithm 2 describes the process used to derive bins from a set of markers X . First,
we rely on Phase I of our previously published BubbleCluster algorithm to partition the
marker set X into clusters C along with respective sketch point sets R (Line 1). The
sketch point sets obey the property that for every marker xj in a linkage group cluster
Cκ, xj is within a threshold LOD score τ of at least one sketch point rp in the sketch
point set Rκ corresponding to Cκ. Furthermore, every sketch point rp is within τ of at
least one other sketch point in Rκ (see Figure 3.2).
The output sketches R1, . . . , Rκ are used to further partition X into sets Xκq (Line
5). In this step, we re-assign each marker x to the sketch point r that achieves the
highest LOD score with x, breaking ties randomly. Thus, every set Xκq represents a set
of markers that are all highly likely to be close together on the chromosome. In the next
step of our algorithm, we use this assumption to estimate the genotyping error rate in
our data and to find the bins.
To estimate the error rate , we assume that  is a fixed constant, and that for
every marker xj, the probability that the ith individual entry xj(i) is assigned to the
incorrect genotype is independently . Thus, the distribution of errors in the data set
follows a Bernoulli distribution. Therefore, assuming one recombination per individual
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm FindAllBins
Inputs : X = {x1 . . . xM}=set of markers
Output: bins=a set of sets of markers bk, where each bk represents a bin,
F=set of bin vectors corresponding to each bin set
1 (R, C) = BubbleCluster(X , τ, η);
2 mles = ∅; F = ∅;
3 for κ = 1 . . . |R| do
4 for q = 1 . . . |Rκ| do
5 Xκq = {x ∈ X |q = maxl LOD(x, rl ∈ Rκ ∈ R)};
6 mlesκq = median(getMLEs(Xκq));
7 ˆ =
(∑|R|
κ=1
∑|Rκ|
q=1 |Xκq|mlesκq
)
/
∑|R|
κ=1
∑|Rκ|
q=1 |Xκq| ;
8 if ˆ == 0 then
9 ˆ = 0.00001;
10 α = ˆ(1− µ)M ;
11 bins = ∅;
12 for κ = 1 . . . |R| do
13 for q = 1 . . . |Rκ| do
14 bins = bins ∪ RecursiveBisectionBins(Xκq, ˆ, α) ;
15 for j = 1 . . . |bins| do
16 F = F∪getBinGenotypes(binj);
17 return (F ,bins);
per chromosome, the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the error rate for markers
in the same bin, at one individual i, is o
η
, where η is the number of markers for which the
genotype is defined (not missing, xj(i) 6= 0), and o represents the number of recombinant
genotypes (number of markers for which the genotype is opposite that of the bin vector,
xj(i) 6= b(i), xj(i) 6= 0). Having no prior information, the getMLEs function on Line 6
returns a vector of MLE error estimates for each individual, where each MLE is o
η
for
that individual, simply assuming that o is number of minimally-occurring genotypes for
i.
We can view the coarse-grained clustering of markers into sketch point sets Xκq as
a grouping containing significantly fewer bins than the original data. However, it is a
challenging problem to partition each Xκq into bins. We can nonetheless assure that
no Xκq contains markers more than n/2 bins by setting the LOD threshold τ in the
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BubbleCluster algorithm high enough and thus the median MLE error rate estimate will
approach the true error rate for every Xκq as the amount of non-missing data in each
Xκq increases. After collecting the MLE’s for each individual i in each set Xκq (Line 6),
the error estimate ˆ is set to a weighted average of the median MLE’s from each sketch
point bubble Xκq, with weights equal to the normalized sizes of Xκq (Line 7). Weights
thus give Xκq’s with more data increased influence over the selection of ˆ.
Because the errors follow a Bernoulli distribution, we use the Beta distribution, its
conjugate prior, to quantify our level of confidence in ˆ, our estimate of . Recall that
a Beta distribution takes two parameters, α and β, and has mean α
α+β
and variance
αβ
(α+β)2(α+β+1)
. Thus, as α and β increase, the variance decreases, effectively placing more
confidence in the mean. In Line 10, we consider α to be the prior belief in the number
of errors that occur in the data. We set the α parameter to be the number of markers in
the data set multiplied by the estimated error rate ˆ and by one minus the missing rate
µ. Multiplying the number of markers by one minus the missing rate gives the total non-
missing entries entries xj(i) 6= 0 that are expected to be seen in the data set. Multiplying
this value further by ˆ gives the prior number of errors we assume are in the data set. One
caveat is that α must be greater than 0 to have a well-defined Beta distribution. Thus,
if the estimated error rate is exactly 0, then we set ˆ to a small constant c, representing
an extremely low error rate (Line 9). In practice we set c = 0.00001.
Lines 11 - 14, loop through every cluster Cκ and every sketch point rκq using Algorithm
3 to recursively split each sketch point set Xκq into bins. The parameters ˆ and α are
used determine when to stop splitting and assign bin vector values, as we will explain
below.
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Algorithm 3: Algorithm RecursiveBisectionBins
Inputs : Y = {y1 . . . yw}=set of markers, where each yj is a vector of dimension n with entries
yj(i) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, ˆ = estimated error rate, α = parameter of Beta distribution
Output: bins = set of sets of markers belonging to the same bin vector
1 bins= ∅; Z = ∅; M = |Y|;
2 β = αˆ − α; σ =
√
αβ
(α+β)2(α+β+1) ;
3 maps = getMAPs(Y);
4 maxMap = maxi=1,...,n map(i);
5 if maxMap > + 2σ then
6 maxMapInd = i, s.t. map(i) = maxMap;
7 bina = ∅; binb = ∅;
8 for j = 1, . . .M do
9 if yj(i) == 1 then
10 bina = bina ∪{yj};
11 else if yj(i) == −1 then
12 binb = binb ∪{yj}
13 else
14 Z = Z ∪ {yj};
15 ba =getBinGenotypes(bina); bb =getBinGenotypes(binb);
16 for yj ∈ Z do
17 if p(yj ∈ bina) < p(yj ∈binb) then
18 Move yj from Z to binb
19 else if p(yj ∈ binb) < p(yj ∈bina) then
20 Move yj from Z to bina
21 else
22 Move yj from Z randomly to bina or binb
23 ba =getBinGenotypes(bina); bb =getBinGenotypes(binb);
24 for yj ∈ bina do
25 if p(yj ∈ bina) < p(yj ∈binb) then
26 Move yj from bina to binb
27 for yj ∈ binb do
28 if p(yj ∈ binb) < p(yj ∈bina) then
29 Move yj from binb to bina
30 if bina = ∅ then
31 return binb;
32 else if binb = ∅ then
33 return bina;
34 else
35 return( RecursiveBisection(bina,ˆ, α) ∪RecursiveBisection(binb, ˆ, α) );
36 else
37 return Y;
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3.3.2 Recursive Bisection with Error Correction
Algorithm 3, details the RecursiveBisectionBins function, which recursively bisects
an input set of markers Y , attempting to keep together markers belonging to the same
bin. Recursion stops when the a posteriori estimate of the error rate for each individual
in the input set of markers is close enough to the estimated rate ˆ. The output is a set
of bins that markers in Y map to.
Recall that the input set Y will be one of the sketch point sets Xκq from Algorithm
2, and thus we assume there are few bins represented by the markers in Y relative to the
number of bins represented by the entire data set X . The estimated error rate ˆ and the
parameter α are also given, which are used to set the prior Beta distribution over .
The getMAPs function (Line 3) finds maximum a posterior (MAP) estimate of the
error rate for each individual i, based on a prior Beta distribution. The prior Beta
distribution is set to have mean ˆ using the parameter α. Thus, β must be set to
α
ˆ
− α (Line 2). The variance of the Beta distribution is then additionally computed.
Given that the posterior probability distribution over  is proportional to the likelihood
of the data Y times the prior distribution over , p(|y1, . . . , yη) ∝ p(y1, . . . , yη|)p(),
if all the markers yj ∈ Y were generated from the same bin b, then: p(|y1, . . . , yη) ∝
()o(1 − )ηα−1(1 − )β−1 = ()o+α−1(1 − )η+β−1, where o represents the number of
entries yj(i) that are opposite from the true bin value b(i), and η is total number of
non-missing entries for individual i (the number of entries yj(i) 6= 0). To compute
a MAP estimate ¯ for individual i, we set the derivative of p(|y1, . . . , ynm) to 0 to
get: map(i) = α+o−1
β+α+η−2 = ¯. The higher the ratio
o
η
, the less likely that the set of
markers y1, . . . yη have been drawn from the same bin. Additionally, more non-missing
data (higher η) gives more weight to the MLE estimate of the error rate over the prior
estimate, helping us leverage additional data for better estimates. In Line 4, we select
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the maximum MAP estimates of the error rate.
If the maximum MAP estimate of the error rate is not within two standard deviations
of the mean (Line 5), then it can be reasonably assumed that all the markers in Y could
not have come from the same bin. Since the normal distribution with mean and variance
equal to that of the Beta distribution is a good approximation to the Beta distribution
near the tails, a MAP larger than this threshold indicates that the most likely error
estimate for at least one individual is larger than approximately 97% of the error rates
that we can expect to see based on our prior distribution. In other words, the data Y for
individual i is inconsistent with our prior assumption. Thus, we assume that Y contains
more than one bin, and we use the values of markers y ∈ Y at individual i to split Y into
two subsets, called bina and binb. For a given marker y, if y(i) = 1, we assign y to bina,
if y(i) = −1 we assign it to binb, and if y(i) = 0 (missing) it is temporarily assigned to
a set Z (Lines 6 - 14).
To assign the markers y in Z, we temporarily assume that bina and binb represent
true bins, and calculate the probability that y belongs to either bin. To do so, the
getBinGenotypes function (Algorithm 4) first assigns a bin vector ba to bina and a bin
vector bb to binb. The getBinGenotypes function loops over all individual entries i and
assigns a genotype to the ith entry of the bin vector if the MAP estimate of the error
rate at the ith entry is within 2 standard deviations of the mean of the Beta distribution.
If so, getBinGenotypes assigns the entry to the maximally-occuring genotype at that
individual entry. If not, then getBinGenotypes assigns a 0 to this entry, effectively
stating that there is not enough evidence to assign this entry a value.
Then, using the assumption that errors are binomially distributed the probability
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that y belongs to bina becomes:
p(y ∈ bina) =
n∏
i=1
(1− )ba(i)=y(i),y(i)6=0 b(i)6=y(i),y(i)6=0 (3.1)
and analogously for binb. The for loop on line 16 assigns each y in Z to the side of the
partition which yields a greater probability, breaking ties randomly.
After the Zero-Assignment phase, the initial input set Y has been partitioned into
two subsets that are more consistent with the error rate for one individual. However,
only one bit of information per marker was used to assign it to one of these subsets. An
error in this bit would thus cause the marker to be assigned to the wrong set, and the
error would “pass down” the recursion. Therefore, after bisecting the markers we add an
error correction phase (Line 24).
The Error-correction phase calculates, for each marker y, its probability of belonging
to each side of the bisection. We again use the getBinGenotype function to assign a
bin vector to each side of the partition and then calculate the probabilities according to
equation 3.1. If for any marker yj ∈bina it is found that p(yj ∈ bina) < p(yj ∈ binb), yj
is moved from bina to binb (Lines 25-26), and vice-versa (Lines 28 - 29).
After the error correction phase, if either bina or binb is empty (Lines 30 and 32 ),
the bin vector corresponding to the opposite bin is returned. Here we assume that we
attempted to split Y based on the most informative individual, in terms of maximum
MAP estimate of the error rate, but it is more likely that the set of markers represents a
bin than that it is a combination of bins. Therefore, we return the bin corresponding to
the entire set of markers. Otherwise, the code recursively partitions bina and binb using
the same algorithm (Line 35 ), until each column in the input set of markers is consistent
with the error rate. In this case (Line 36), we return the input set as a bin. In other
words, all the markers are assumed to have come from the same bin.
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Algorithm 4: Algorithm getBinGenotypes
Inputs : X = {x1 . . . xM}=set of markers,
where each xj is a vector with each entry xj(i) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, and each xj has n
individual entries,
 = estimated error rate,
α = parameter of Beta distribution
Output: b = the genotypes of the bin assumed to have generated X , with b(i) =
genotype of individual i
1 o =number of positive genotypes for each individual i;
2 η =number of non-missing genotypes for each individual i;
3 maps = getMAPs(X );
4 β = α − α; σ =
√
αβ
(α+β)2(α+β+1)
;
5 mapthreshold = + 2σ;
6 for i = 1 . . . n do
7 maxgenotype = max(o(i), η(i)− o(i));
8 if (maps(i) < mapthreshold) ∧ (maxgenotype = o(i)) then
9 b(i) = 1;
10 else if (maps(i) < mapthreshold) ∧ (maxgenotype = η(i)− o(i)) then
11 b(i) = -1;
12 else
13 b(i) = 0;
3.3.3 Run Time Analysis
The BubbleCluster algorithm runs in O(|H| log |H|+MR¯), where M is the data set
size, R¯ the number of sketch points found and |H| the number of high-quality markers
used in the sketch point-building phase[68]. We note that |H| is typically much smaller
than M , and in our experiments we this was indeed the case. The number of sketch
points R¯ is bounded by kn, the number of individuals n times the number of linkage
groups k, and is thus much smaller than both |H| and M . The running time of the error
estimate in line 7 of Algorithm 2 is linear in M times the number of sketch points, R¯.
The getBinGenotypes function (Algorithm 4) runs in time that is linear in the input set
size.
The running time of recursive bisection binning is complex to analyze, because the
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depth of recursion depends on the number of times a MAP estimate for a particular
individual will be greater ˆ + 2σ. We note, however, that if we rely on our assumption
that the markers in a sketch point set Xκq are very close together on the genome, then
for a majority of individuals, the MAP estimate will be consistent with the error rate.
Therefore, only a few splits are required before all markers in a set Y agree, up to
ˆ + 2σ, in individual entries. Thus if we are successful in producing a coarse-grained
clustering of the markers within each cluster into sketch point sets Xκq, such that each
sketch point set contains at most n/λ bins, with λ > 1, then the depth of recursion
is bounded by n/λ with high probability. In this case, recursive binning takes time
proportional to
∑
i
∑
j |Xκq|n/λ = nMλ , and the entire algorithm requires a runtime of
O(|H| log |H|+2MR¯+ nM
λ
). Since n, R¯, and |H| are much smaller than M , our algorithm
will run in time that is linear in the input size, assuming we obtain a good coarse-grained
clustering. Experimental results in Section 3.4 validate that this is empirically correct.
3.4 Experimental Results
We use several metrics to evaluate the quality of our binning algorithm using both
real and simulated data. Our code is written in C++, single threaded, and available at
http://gauss.cs.ucsb.edu/home/index.php/code. We ran experiments on a single core of
one 12-core compute node of NERSC’s Carver system, with Intel Xeon X5650 processors
running at 2.67GHz, and 10GB of memory. In reporting our experimental results we
will denote by fi the ith bin vector found by our algorithm and the set of found bins F .
For experiments on simulated data, we will use the notation bl to denote the lth golden
standard bin vector.
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Figure 3.4: Estimated error rates ˆ for missing rate µ = 0.5 with increasing data set
sizes. As the data set size grows, ˆ approaches the true rate  for each case tested: 
= 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1%.
3.4.1 Simulated Data Sets
To evaluate the quality of our binning algorithm, we use simulated data sets ranging
in size from 12.5K to 1.6M markers, with realistic and challenging missing rates [67, 65,
69, 62, 70] µ = 0.15, 0.35, 0.50 and error rates  = 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%. All data sets of size
less than 1.6M are randomly chosen subsets of the 1.6M marker set for a fixed (µ, ) pair.
Experiments on real genomic data for barley and wheat are presented in Section 3.4.6.
To approximate realistic genetic map sizes, and for a thorough comparison between
varying missing rates and error rates, we set the number of chromsomes k to 10 and the
number of individuals in the mapping population n to 100 in all experiments. For each
chromosome, we simulated n bin vectors in the following manner. An initial bin vector
b1 was generated by randomly assigning b1(i) to -1 or +1 with equal probability for all n
individuals. Next, for j ∈ {2, . . . , n} bj was generated by randomly choosing an individual
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and flipping the sign of the ith individual in bj−1. Thus, each bin vector
bj, j ∈ {2, . . . n− 1} differs in exactly one individual entry from bj−1 and from bj+1 (and
b1 and bn differ in exactly one individual from b2 and bn−1, respectively). Note that this
procedure corresponds to simulating one recombination per chromosome per individual, a
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Figure 3.5: Weighted L1 error for fixed error rate  = 0.5% and missing rates
µ = 0.15, 0.35, 0.50. In all cases, average L1 distance from a found bin vector to
the golden standard was less than 1.
common and realistic feature of true mapping populations [39, 5, 49, 50, 66]. Importantly,
this also means that the fundamental resolution of our data was 1000 in all simulated
experiments.
Once the golden standard bin set has been created, we simulate the markers. First,
a bin vector bq is chosen uniformly at random. Then, as long as the number of simulated
markers is less than M , a marker is generated from the qth bin. A marker xj is generated
from bin vector bq by setting the entry xj(i) is to bq(i) with probability 1 − , and to
−1 ∗ bq(i) with probability . The entry xj(i) is set to 0 with independent probability µ.
Thus, as we increase the data set sample size M , more markers are sampled from each
bin at the same rate in expectation.
3.4.2 Error Estimation & Reduction Accuracy
To evaluate the quality of our algorithm, we quantify how well the true error rate 
compares with our estimate ˆ, and report three metrics to evaluate how accurately our
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Figure 3.6: Bin recall for a fixed error rate  = 0.5% with missing rates of µ = 15%,
35%, 50%. As the data set grows, more bins are recovered perfectly, while lower
missing rates allow our algorithm to recover the bins with less data.
algorithm reduces a set ofM markers to a set of |B| bins. Accuracy is defined as follows: to
each bin vector fj discovered by our algorithm, we assign one golden standard bin vector
bl based on closest L1 distance, breaking ties randomly. Then, we report accuracy as the
average over all found bin vectors fj of the number of matching individual entries where
fj(i) = bl(i) , divided by the total number of non-missing entries for which fj(i) 6= 0. In
other words,
accuracy =
∑
j=1...|F|
1
ηj
∑
i=1..n
(fj(i) == bl(i))
where for each fj, bl is the closest golden standard bin in terms of L1 distance and ηj is
the number of non-missing entries in fj. Thus, if accuracy is 100%, then every found bin
vector fj corresponds exactly to some golden standard bin vector bl.
The second metric used to evaluate accuracy is referred to as weighted L1 error. This
is the average L1 distance from a found vector fj to its closest-matching (in terms of L1
distance) golden standard vector bl, weighted by the size of the set of markers assigned
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Figure 3.7: Bin recall for a fixed error rate  = 0.1% with missing rates of µ =
15%, 35%, 50%. As the data set grows, more bins are recovered perfectly, while lower
missing rates allow our algorithm to recover the bins with less data. With the low
(but realistic) error rate of  = 0.1%, we perfectly recover all true bin vectors with
less required data than when  = 0.5% error.
to bin vector fj. Note that an L1 distance of 2 indicates one incorrect entry in fj, a
distance of 4 indicates 2 incorrect entries, and so on. For example, the L1 distance
between fj = (1, 1, 1,−1) and gl = (1, 1, 1, 1) is 2, because |fj(4) − gl(4)| = 2 and
|fj(i)− gl(i)| = 0 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Formally, we define the weighted L1 error as:
L1 error =
1
m
∑
j=1...|F|
|found binj|
∑
i=1,...,n
|fj(i)− gl(i)|
where m is the data set size, and |found binj| is the number of markers assigned to
bin vector fj. Therefore, larger bins contribute more to the calculation of average L1
error.
Finally, we report a third metric that we name recall, defined as the percentage of
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true bin vectors that were found perfectly:
recall =
∑
l=1...|B|(fj = bl)
|B|
3.4.3 Simulated Data Experiments
Figure 3.4, plots the error rate ˆ for increasing data set size and three different 
values, with µ fixed at 50%. We chose  to reflect true genotyping errors in genetic
marker data, which rarely rise above 0.5%[70]. Observe that even with 50% missing data
in the input, with enough data our estimate accurately approaches the true error rate
for each  tested — 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1%.
Next, we report the accuracy and recall for increasing data set size and varying error
rates, with µ fixed at 50%, shown in Table 3.1. Observe that the trend agrees with our
intuition — more data is required to correctly recover the true bin vectors as the error
rate grows. However, notice that the found bin vectors are extremely close to the true
bin vectors; the accuracy is above 95% in all cases. The default constant c was used to
set ˆ only for the 12.5K and 25K cases for  = 0.1%. We achieve accuracy above 99%
in all cases when the data set size is 100K or greater, meaning that on average, the bin
vectors we find agree in 99 or more positions out of 100 with the golden standard.
In our next set of results, Figure 3.5, we present the weighted L1 error for increasing
data set size, with variation in the missing rate µ for a fixed  at 0.5%. Observe that with
a low missing rate of 15%, the errors made in bin vector assignments values are low even
for small data set sizes, and remain close to 0 as the data size increases — confirming
that increasing the amount of data for a low missing rate does not hurt binning accuracy.
For a moderate missing rate of 35%, we see that the weighted L1 error starts near 0.1,
indicating that on average, large bins correspond to bin vectors that are within 0.1 L1
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distance of true bin vectors. Of course, the L1 distance is always a positive integer in this
case. Therefore, we can interpret this error as the effect of the extra, small-sized bins that
are found in addition to the golden standard vectors. An important point demonstrated
by the weighted L1 error is that these extra bin vectors are still close to the underlying
true bin vectors. In other words, few bin vector values are assigned incorrectly and those
erroneous bins are themselves extremely close in L1 distance to true bin vectors.
The error for the 35% missing rate quickly decreases toward 0, showing that approx-
imately 200,000 markers are sufficient to find the 1,000 bin vectors that generated the
data almost perfectly. Finally, we observe that the 50% missing rate trend line actually
increases at some increments of data size. However, as we will discuss next, the loss in
accuracy is offset by the gain in recall.
Figure 3.7(left) shows the bin vector recall for a fixed  = 0.5% and varying missing
rates µ. Note the similar trend to the weighted L1 error results — as the missing rate
increases, more data is required to perfectly recover all the true bin vectors. However,
more interestingly, even the low missing rate of 15% requires 200K markers to find all
the golden standard bin vectors. With 50% missing values, it is not until we process the
Error Rate ()
Data Size 0.1% 0.5% 1%
Accur Recall Accur Recall % Accur Recall
12.5K 95.87 51.10 98.76 46.2 99.3 27.3
25K 96.13 79.90 99.81 45.8 99.67 33.1
50K 98.44 96.0 99.93 48.7 99.85 39.2
100K 99.88 94.9 99.93 56.8 99.88 47.9
200K 99.87 98.1 99.92 71.2 99.89 59.7
400K 99.87 99.6 99.94 84.5 99.93 70.7
800K 99.80 99.9 99.89 95.1 99.91 85.5
1.6M 99.76 100 99.87 99.4 99.87 95.9
Table 3.1: Accuracy and recall (in %) for fixed µ = 50% and increasing error rate
(). In most cases, accuracy is above 98%. Higher error rates require more data to
recover all true bin vectors.
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1.6M marker data set that perfect recall is achieved. These results highlight the necessity
for large data sets when missing data rates are high, even with relatively low error rates.
An exciting implication of this result is that with enough inexpensive, low-coverage DNA
sequencing, which produces much higher missing rates than more expensive, repetitive
high-depth sequences [70], we can effectively recover the fundamental information for
constructing the genetic map. To show the effect of the error rate on bin recall, we also
present a recall plot for  fixed at 0.1% in Figure 3.7(right). The lower error rate allows
our algorithm to recover true bin vectors at much smaller scales than witnessed in Figure
3.7(left).
3.4.4 Computational Efficiency
We now examine the computational efficiency of our algorithm. Runtimes for in-
creasing data set size, with µ fixed at 50%, are shown using  = 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1%
in Figure 3.4.4. Even up to 1.6 million markers, we observe linear running time of our
algorithm. Importantly, this supports the idea that a coarse initial clustering sufficiently
partitions the data into groups that represent markers close together on the genome, and
that can be quickly further subdivided into bins. Our experiments across missing rates
(not shown) also resulted in linear scaling for all tested cases.
3.4.5 Variable Bin Sizes
In addition to handling bins of approximately uniform size, our algorithm is designed
to perform well even when, as is sometimes the case in real data, a few large bin sizes
dominate the data set. To test this claim, we generated simulated data in the same
manner we described in Section 2.4.1, with one modification. For each simulated linkage
group, instead of creating n bins of approximately equal size, we randomly select 3 bin
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Figure 3.8: Running times (in seconds) for a fixed missing rate µ = 50% with error
rates  = 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%. Both axes are on a logarithmic scale, as the data set size
grows, running time grows linearly.
vectors, and generate 20x more markers from these bin vectors than the others. Thus,
the data is dominated by three large bins per linkage group. The number of linkage
groups k remains fixed at 10 and the population size n remains fixed at 100.
The results for variable bin sizes with  fixed at 0.5%, and µ fixed at 50%, are shown
in Table 3.2. We report accuracy, recall, and running time for increasing data set size.
The quality of the bin vectors found by our algorithm remains high — in all cases, over
Variable Bin Size Experiments
Data Accuracy Recall Running
size (%) (%) Time(s)
12.5K 99.79 33.3 39.2
25K 99.76 37.7 33.8
50K 99.87 49.2 48.2
100K 99.97 56.8 83.0
200K 99.98 71.5 150.8
400K 99.98 90.2 310.6
800K 99.98 98.8 567.1
1.6 M 99.98 100 1180.0
Table 3.2: Results for variable bin sizes, with a fixed µ = 35% and  = 0.5%.
Runtime scales linearly, and accuracy increases, with larger data sizes. Because a few
large bins dominate the input data, a large data set size is required to discover all
true bin vectors.
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99% of the vector entries were assigned correctly. However, we recover fewer bins than in
the corresponding uniform bin size case (Figure 3.7) per data set size. Here again we see
the advantage of using large-scale data: whereas smaller data sets do not hold enough
information to identify smaller bins, our algorithm utilizes large data sets to correctly
recover both small and large bins, without introducing errors to the binning accuracy.
Running time remains linear with respect to data set size.
3.4.6 Real Data Experiments
We include results on two real data sets in Table 3.3. The barley data [67] contains
65, 357 genetic markers from a population of 90 individuals and 7 linkage groups, with
20% missing data. The wheat data consists of 1.7 million genetic markers, from a pop-
ulation of 88 individuals and 21 linkage groups, with missing rate 39% [65]. We do not
have true bin vectors available to test for accuracy and recall on these data sets, and
thus report the estimated error rate, the running time, and number of bins found by our
algorithm.
For both barley and wheat, the estimated error rate is close to 0.1%, a realistic
estimate given the sequencing methods used to generate the data [67, 65, 69, 62, 70]. The
time to output the bin vectors was less than a minute for barley and only 23.5 minutes
for the large, complex wheat genome. Note that our wheat bin solution is within 5%
(1410 vs. 1335) of previously published analysis [65]. Overall this demonstrates that our
methodology enables the capability for the gene mapping community to effectively and
quickly utilize multi-million marker data sets.
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Results for Real Data
Data Size Estimated  Time(s) Bins Found
Barley 65K 0.102% 45.9 467
Wheat 1.7M 0.064% 2728.0 1410
Table 3.3: Results for barley and wheat data. Our algorithm quickly reduces the data
set size and estimates an error rate consistent with sequencing technologies used to
produce the two data sets.
3.4.7 Upstream Analysis
Finally, we provide an initial analysis of the effect of genetic marker data reduction
on the quality of the genetic map produced by taking our bin vectors as input. We use
MSTMap [39], a popular genetic mapping tool, to produce a genetic map from the bin
vectors of our algorithm. We use a set of 50K and 800K simulated markers with 35%
missing data, 0.5% error rate, and uniform bin size. To assess the quality of this map, we
compare it to the map produced by MSTMap when given the true bin vectors as input.
Table 3.4 displays two points of comparison between the MSTMap output on true
versus found bins. First, we report Spearman’s correlation coefficient, ρ, between the true
bins as they are ordered when processed by MSTMap, and their order using MSTMap
on our set of found bins. In other words, we use MSTMap to order and report genetic
distances for both the gold standard bin set and the set found for our algorithm (inputting
the bin vectors corresponding to only one linkage group at a time). Then, for each bin fj
that our algorithm found corresponding exactly to a true bin gl, i.e. fj = gl, we compare
its order in the found set to its order in the gold standard set. Recall that our algorithm
found all true bins perfectly in the 800K case, but not in the 50K case. For both data
sizes, our algorithm also produced a few spurious bins in each linkage group, with low L1
distance to true bins (Figures 3.5 and 3.7). Table 3.4 shows that for all linkage groups,
|ρ| was greater than 0.999, with higher quality for the larger 800K data set. This result
confirms our intuition that the spurious bin vectors produced by our algorithm do not
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MSTMap Ordering: True vs. Found Bins
Data Size 50K 800K
Spearman’s |ρ| [0.9993 – 1] [0.9997 – 1]
Relative Map
Increase (% cM)
[1.1 – 19.4] [4.0 – 12.1]
Table 3.4: Comparison of genetic maps produced by MSTMap using true bins, vs.
found bins using 35% missing data and 0.5% error rate, showing the range of solutions
for all 10 linkage groups. Note that although our binning approach increases the map
size, the mapping relative to the true bins is almost perfectly preserved.
introduce large errors in the final map product.
The effect of spurious bins is apparent in the relative map sizes of the found vs. true
bins, shown in Table 3.4. MSTMap outputs a map size in terms of genetic distance, or
centimorgans (cM). We compare the size of the map produced by feeding MSTMap the
bins found by our algorithm, to the size of the MSTmap produced using only golden
standard bins. Observe that in all cases, the map size increases, due to extra bin vec-
tors within the map. However, the true bins remain almost perfectly ordered. This
is a promising initial result — we have quickly reduced a data set with a size that is
unmanageable by MSTMap to a more accurate and complete set that almost perfectly
preserves the mapping quality of the underlying true bin set. Future work will explore
an optimized solution to the ordering and mapping problem based on our reduced bin
input.
3.5 Related Work
Several existing theoretical works provide bounds on the data set size required to
solve the related matrix completion, co-clustering, and dimension reduction problems. In
genetic mapping research, although some notion of bins exists in several tools, we are
unaware of any method that applies data reduction to the characteristically noisy and
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incomplete genetic marker data to efficiently and accurately discover the fundamental
set of vectors making up the genetic map.
In the matrix completion problem, a matrix X is given as input with missing entries,
as well as potentially noisy entries, with the goal of filling these entries correctly [71, 72].
Candes et al. show [71] that a sample of m ≥ CM1.2r logM , where M is the data set
size and r is the rank of the data matrix, is sufficient to perfectly recover the full matrix
in most cases. Differently from our problem, the algorithm does not address errors in
data entries. Xu et al. do address the matrix completion and noise reduction problem
[72], for the specific case of co-clustering binary matrices, that is, clustering the rows
and columns of an input binary matrix simultaneously. The most relevant result [72] to
our work is that if the binary input matrix is block-constant, all entries can be recovered
exactly with a sample of size O(Mr2), where r is the matrix rank. This interesting result
cannot be applied directly to our problem as we do not assume a block-constant structure
to our matrix.
Dimensionality reduction is a broad field of research with numerous applications. The
goal is to reduce the input data to some lower-dimensional space which more accurately
captures the structure of the data [73, 74, 75, 76]. Because we assume that all entries
in our data matrix are generated by a small, finite set of bin vectors, our problem may
be restated as reducing the set of markers to the n-dimensional hypercube of bin vec-
tors. Many methods have been proposed to reduce the dimensionality of input data.
We attempted to apply locally distance-preserving methods such as maximum variance
unfolding [74] and locally linear embedding [76] to our data, using the LOD score as a
similarity measure. However, these methods failed to map markers from the same bin to
the same location in the lower-dimensional space, and they are computationally expen-
sive. Bailey [73] addresses the problem of principal component analysis (PCA), which can
be used to project input data to lower dimensions, of a noisy input matrix with missing
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data. However, data errors are assumed to be small changes to matrix entries, unlike
the errors in our binary input data, which cause an entry to be changed to the value
completely opposite its true value. Furthermore, the desired dimensionality of our data
reduction is unknown a priori, and PCA requires the number of principal components k
to be provided as input.
Our algorithm is similar in spirit to the unsupervised decision tree approach of
Karakos et al. [77] and to the coarse-to-fine clustering approach of the BIRCH [60] and
CURE [61] algorithms. The recursive construction of Integrated Sensing and Processing
Decision Trees (ISPDTs) is used [77] to perform unsupervised classification. The initial
data set is recursively split into subsets with the goal of discovering the underlying classes
that generated the data with high probability, a similar problem to our binning objective.
Expensive and greedy heuristics are applied at each step to either (a) maximize mutual
information between the unknown class and the path from root to leaf in the ISPDT, or
(b) minimize the probability of misclassification. Initial results on multispectral imaging
data seem promising, but no running time analysis is provided, and it is unclear how the
method performs on large-scale data sets.
BIRCH and CURE fall under the category of hierarchical clustering algorithms, which
attempt to first reduce data input size into a coarse clustering, then refine the clustering
within each coarse partition. However, the efficiency and accuracy of these algorithms
relies on the assumption that points lie in a Euclidean d-dimensional space, and perfect
data, which contains no errors or missing entries. These algorithms are also superlinear
in the input data set size.
Existing genetic mapping tools include OneMap [51], MSTMap [39], and JoinMap
[45]. Many of these tools provide a notion of bins as uniquely identifiable locations on
the genetic map. Of these tools, MSTMap has gained popularity in recent years due to
its relatively low computational complexity in comparison with other genetic mapping
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software. MSTMap also applies a simple heuristic algorithm to attempt to reduce the
data into sets of co-segregating markers, or markers whose Hamming distance is 0, before
beginning the map building process. The goal is of this algorithm is not to reduce the
scale of the data to its fundamental resolution nor to reduce errors and fill in missing
data. Thus it would be inaccurate to directly compare our bin output to MSTMap’s sets
of co-segregating markers. However, MSTMap requires quadratic time in the input data
size, and thus is prohibitively slow on large data sets. Wu et al. also note that the quality
of the map produced by MSTMap drops significantly with high error and missing rates
[39]. For example, on a 25K simulated data set with 35% missing rate and 0.5% error,
MSTMap runs in 2577.5 seconds to produce a map, compared with only 4.0 seconds
when given golden standard bins as input. Therefore, our algorithm enables these tools
to effectively handle modern-day, large-scale noisy data sets produced by next generation
sequencing technologies.
3.6 Discussion
We have introduced an algorithm for large-scale genetic marker reduction, and shown
that it can quickly reduce the size of large-scale, noisy, and incomplete genetic marker
data almost perfectly to a fundamental set of bin vectors that define unique locations on
a genetic map. Even with challenging data sets with error rates as high as 1% (which are
unlikely in real data), missing rates as large as 50%, and variable bin sizes, our algorithm
correctly reproduced the vectors that correspond to the fundamental set size when given
enough data. Furthermore, the reduction in data size enables traditional software tools,
designed for the small-scale setting, to perform well on reduced large data sets.
Our experimental results can also serve to guide future genetic map building efforts.
By simulating various missing and error rates, we have shown experimentally, for a typical
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genetic map population size, how much data is required to correctly recover all bin
vectors, given a fundamental set size. Our results suggest that although our algorithm
works well on low missing and error rates, we can utilize large amounts of data with high
missing and error rates to correctly recover bins. Notably, we demonstrate the near-linear
efficiency of our algorithm on both simulated and real data, up to a 1.7M wheat data
set.
Future research will extend our algorithmic work to the final phase of genetic map-
ping: ordering the bin vectors to produce a final map. Although existing tools such as
MSTMap perform reasonably well given high-quality, small-scale data, we believe that
the properties of the bin vectors found by our algorithm can be leveraged to aid genetic
map construction for the massive data sizes of next-generation sequencing technologies.
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A New Similarity Score for
Recommender Systems
Recommender system data presents unique challenges to the data mining, machine learn-
ing, and algorithms communities. The high missing data rate, in combination with the
large scale and high dimensionality typical of recommender systems data, requires new
tools and methods for efficient data analysis. Here, we address the challenge of evaluat-
ing similarity between users in a recommender system, where for each user only a small
set of ratings is available. We present a new similarity score, that we call LiRa, based
on a statistical model of user similarity for large-scale, discrete valued data with many
missing values. We use an empirical evaluation on real data to show its effectiveness in
finding similar users in user-based collaborative filtering. We also present an evaluation
of several similarity scores’ ability to detect clustered points in synthetic data sets, re-
vealing fundamental properties of these scores that are important in their application to
recommender system data. We show that LiRa is more effective at identifying similar
users than traditional similarity scores in user-based collaborative filtering, such as the
Pearson correlation coefficient. We argue that our approach has significant potential to
improve both accuracy and scalability in collaborative filtering.
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Figure 4.1: Prediction accuracy of the kNN method using several similarity scores on
the 1M MovieLens dataset. The LiRa similarity attains the lowest MAE across tested
values of k. The greater difference between LiRa and other scores at lower values of
k indicate its better ability to find similar users.
4.1 LiRa Score: Motivation and Background
Our work stems from a well-known problem in collaborative filtering: RS data is often
very sparse, meaning that in a system with m users and n items, the number of ratings
observed is typically much less than the mn user-item pairs. Thus in approaches that
seek to predict future ratings based on user-user or item-item similarity, it is important
to consider how the sparsity of ratings affects the similarity score.
Popular choices of similarity scores for user-based collaborative filtering include the
Pearson correlation coefficient and the cosine similarity, which are “commonly accepted
as the best choice.”[78] We review these traditional scores briefly to highlight the core
issue that will be addressed with our new similarity score, presented in Section 4.2.
For two users u and v, let Iuv be the set of co-rated items, i.e. those items that were
rated by both u and v. Let rui be the rating given to item i by user u. Then, the Pearson
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correlation between users u and v, PC(u, v), is defined as follows [78]:
PC(u, v) =
∑
i∈Iuv(rui − r¯u)(rvi − r¯v)√∑
i∈Iuv(rui − r¯u)2
∑
i∈Iuv(rvi − r¯v)2
(4.1)
where r¯u is the average rating given by user u to the items in Iuv, and similarly for r¯v.
The Pearson correlation is a measure of linear correlation between user u and v’s ratings,
and takes on values between -1 and 1.
The Cosine Vector similarity between users u and v, or CV (u, v), is a measure of
the angle between the N -dimensional vectors defined by user u and v’s ratings. More
specifically, if we let yu ∈ RN be the vector with yui = rui for rated item i, and yui = 0
otherwise, then:
CV (u, v) =
yTu yv
||yu||||yv|| =
∑
i∈Iuv ruirvi√∑
i∈Iu r
2
ui
∑
j∈Iv r
2
vj
(4.2)
where Iu, Iv are the sets of items rated by u and v, respectively. The cosine of the angle
between two vectors ranges from -1 to 1, with 1 indicating perfectly matching entries
in both vectors. A CV similarity of 1, therefore, indicates perfectly matching entries.
However, although a cosine of 0 indicates orthogonal vectors in an N -dimensional vector
space, the cosine of two rating vectors will only be 0 if the there are no co-rated items in
raw (unnormalized) data.
A major issue with both of these scores is their lack of consideration for missing
data. Although the PC similarity, which is equivalently the sample Pearson correlation
coefficient, is a consistent estimator of the population correlation coefficient for large
sample sizes, the number of co-rated items between u and v, or |Iuv|, is often so small
that the PC similarity is not reliable.
Similarly, we can think of the Cosine Vector similarity as the cosine of the angle
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between two vectors that represent the projection of user ratings onto the space spanned
by the |Iu∪Iv| dimensions in which data is observed, but the value of this angle in higher
dimensions has is treated the same as its value in lower dimensions.
We conclude this explanation of the drawbacks of popular similarity scores used on
RS data with some examples.
First, suppose we want to compute the similarity between two users represented by
the following identical rating vectors, constructed by following the definition of vectors
used by the CV similarity:
xu =
[
1 1 − − − 2
]
, xv =
[
1 1 − − − 2
]
(4.3)
Both CV and Pearson will yield a score of 1 between u and v:
CV (xu, xv) =
xTuxv
||xu||||xv||
=
5√
5
√
5
= 1
PC(u, v) =
∑
i∈Iuv(rui − r¯u)(rvi − r¯v)√∑
i∈Iuv(rui − r¯u)2
∑
i∈Iuv(rvi − r¯v)2
=
∑
i∈{1,2,6}(rui − 43)(rvi − 43)√∑
i∈{1,2,6}(rui − 43)2
√∑
i∈{1,2,6}(rui − 43)2
=
(−1
3
)2 + (−1
3
)2 + (2
3
)2√(
(−1
3
)2 + (−1
3
)2 + (2
3
)2
)√(
(−1
3
)2 + (−1
3
)2 + (2
3
)2
) = 1
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If we increase the amount of data observed, leaving the vectors identical:
xw =
[
1 1 5 4 4 2
]
xz =
[
1 1 5 4 4 2
]
(4.4)
the CV and Pearson similarities will remain the same:
CV (w, z) =
xTuxv
||xu||||xv||
=
63√
63
√
63
= 1
PC(w, z) =
∑
i∈{1,...,6}(rui − 2.83)(rvi − 2.83)√∑
i∈{1,...,6}(rui − 2.83)2
√∑
i∈{1,...,6}(rui − 2.83)2
= 1
However, we have observed twice as much data in the second case – shouldn’t our
similarity score reflect more confidence in the similarity computation as we increase the
amount of data we have available for input?
This question motivated us to derive a new similarity score, which we refer to as the
Likelihood Ratio, or LiRa, similarity.
The LiRa score is described in detail in the following section, but we include the
result of computing LiRa(u,v) here for comparison:
LiRa(xu, xv) ≈ 1.19
LiRa(xw, xz) ≈ 2.39
With twice as much data, the Lira score is twice as high.
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Consider another example. Let:
xa =
[
5 1 − − − 2
]
, xb =
[
1 1 − − − 2
]
(4.5)
Now, the CV, Pearson, and LiRa similarities for xu and xv are:
CV (a, b) =
xTa xb
||xa||||xb||
=
10√
30
√
6
≈ 0.7454
PC(a, b) =
∑
i∈{1,2,6}(rai − 2.67)(rbi − 1.33)√∑
i∈{}(rai − 2.67)2
∑
i∈{1,2,6}(rbi − 1.33)2
=
−0.67
2.40
≈ −0.2774
LiRa(xa, xb) ≈ 0.6887
Compare these scores to the similarities between two users c and d, for whom we
observe more data. Notice that users a and b only have one difference of opinion in their
ratings (for the first item), as is the case for users c and d.
xc =
[
5 1 2 4 5 2
]
, xd =
[
1 1 2 4 5 2
]
(4.6)
Now, we have the following similarities:
CV (c, d) =
55√
75
√
51
≈ 0.8893
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PC(c, d) ≈ 0.5300
LiRa(c, d) ≈ 1.8825
Note that the similarity is higher for users c and d than for users a and b in each case.
However, with twice as much data, the LiRa score is more than twice as high for users c
and d than for users a and b. In addition, unlike the Pearson similarity, the LiRa score is
positive in both cases, indicating that there is evidence to suggest that both sets of users
a and b, and c and d, have similar rating preferences, albeit there is much less evidence
in the case of users a and b. In the next section, we elaborate on the intuition behind
the LiRa score and derive the formula to compute the LiRa similarity between two users
in a recommender system.
4.2 The LiRa Similarity Score
The idea to use a likelihood-based score for similarity computations in RS data was
inspired in part by the LOD score popular in genetic mapping [5] and the concept of mod-
ularity in community detection [3]. In both cases, the concept of similarity is based on
comparing the likelihood of the observed data, under some assumptions on the underlying
data structure, to the likelihood of observing the data by chance. In genetic mapping,
the LOD score relates the likelihood of observing genetic marker data, assuming genetic
linkage, to the likelihood of observing the same genotypes by chance. Newman [3] in-
troduced the idea that a community structure contains many more edges than expected
if the edges among social network vertices were generated at random. Extending these
ideas to the RS domain, we present the LiRa (Likelihood Ratio ) Similarity.
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4.2.1 Definition of the LiRa Similarity
For two discrete-valued vectors xu and xv, we define the Likelihood Ratio (LiRa)
Similarity as follows:
LiRa(xu, xv) = log10
p(differences in xu and xv | same cluster )
p(differences in xu and xv | pure chance)
(4.7)
where the numerator in the ratio is the probability of observing the values in xu and xv,
assuming xu and xv belong to the same cluster in our cluster model, and the probability
in the denominator is set by assuming that the entries in xu and xv were generated
uniformly at random.
Suppose that the entries in each vector can take on only a finite number d of discrete
values V = {1, 2, . . . , d}. Then, we can easily compute the probability that we observe
the values xui and xvi for co-observed entry i by chance, assuming that the values are
generated uniformly and independently at random. This is probability is simply 1
d2
.
Therefore, the probability that the two vectors match exactly in a particular entry i
is p(|xui − xvi| = 0) = dd2 = 1d . Similarly, we can easily derive p(|xui − xvi| = δ) for
δ = 1, ..., d− 1. The denominator in the ratio in LiRa is thus defined as:
p(differences in xu and xv| pure chance) =
d−1∏
δ=0
b#δδ (4.8)
where bδ = p(|xui − xvi| = δ), assuming that xui and xvi were generated by a uniform
distribution over the values V , and #δ is the number of times that we observe a difference
of δ in the co-observed entries.
The challenge is to define the probability of observing a difference of δ in the values
xui and xvi, under the assumption that xu and xv belong to the same cluster. This is not a
trivial task, and we argue that this model will be dependent on the application of interest.
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For RS data, we make two assumptions that we believe lead to one plausible model: (1)
An underlying cluster structure exists in RS data: There exist a set of clusters C1, ..., Cκ
such that each user u belongs to at least one Cc, and (2) The probability distribution on
differences in user ratings is fixed within a cluster, with a greater probability of observing
matching than mismatched ratings. These assumptions encapsulate the intuition that
similar users tend to rate items similarly.
With these assumptions, we define the following probability distribution over the
differences |xui − xvi|:
cδ = p(|xui − xvi| = δ| same cluster) =
(
1
2
)δ+1
(4.9)
with the exception that
cd−1 = p(|xui − xvi| = d− 1) = 1−
d−2∑
δ=0
cδ =
1
2d−1
(4.10)
to ensure a proper probability distribution. Therefore the numerator in the ratio in LiRa
becomes:
p(differences in xu and xv| same cluster ) =
d−1∏
δ=0
c#δδ (4.11)
where cδ and #δ are defined above, and xui = rui if user u rated item i, and − otherwise,
where − indicates a missing value.
We emphasize that both xu and xv may have many missing values, which are not
taken into account when evaluating these probabilities. In particular, the values are not
simply treated as 0’s as in the Cosine Vector similarity score. On the other hand, as
long as 1
2
> 1
d
, the LiRa score increases with a greater number of matching co-observed
entries, and in general the contribution to the LiRa score of the rating difference for a
co-observed item i will depend on the number of discrete values d. For example, with
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d = 5, b1 > c1, but at d = 10, b1 < c1, thus a difference of 1 in a rating scale of 1 to 5
will decrease the LiRa score, whereas on a rating scale of 1 to 10, a difference of 1 in user
ratings will increase it. To see this, notice we can re-write the LiRa score as:
δ∑
d=1
(#δ) log10
(
cδ
bδ
)
(4.12)
and thus log10 (cδ/bδ) is the amount that a pair of co-observed ratings xui and xvi with a
rating difference of δ will contribute to the similarity score.
In future work, we plan to explore other, perhaps more plausible, multinomial prob-
ability distributions over the differences in user ratings that capture the intuition that
users in the same cluster should rate items with very close rating values. One possible
extension to LiRa, that takes a more data-driven approach, is to fit the data to a model
that more accurately captures how ratings are typically distributed, instead of assuming
uniformly generated data.
However, we claim that this simple model captures enough of the intuition that users
with similar preferences are more likely to agree than disagree in their ratings of the same
item. We will show in Section 4.3 that these assumptions lead to a useful similarity score
for RS data.
We conclude with an example using the same the vectors yu and yv from Equation
4.3. The corresponding vectors xu and xv are:
xu =
[
1 1 − − − 2
]
, xv =
[
1 1 − − − 2
]
Suppose that there are d = 5 discrete rating values in the data set. We get the LiRa
similarity:
LiRa(xu, xv) = log10
(1
2
)3
(1
5
)3
= 1.19 (4.13)
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Now consider LiRa(xu, xv) when we observe the full vectors:
xu =
[
1 1 5 4 4 2
]
, xv =
[
1 1 5 4 4 2
]
Now, we have:
LiRa(xu, xv) = log10
(1
2
)6
(1
5
)6
= 2.39 (4.14)
With twice as much data, the LiRa similarity is twice as high. Note that, in particular,
the maximum LiRa score for any two vectors is always attained when the two vectors
are equal, but that the similarity grows as O(n log10 d), where n is the dimensionality of
the input vectors and d is again the number of discrete rating values. Contrast this with
the Pearson or Cosine similarities, which will attain a maximum of 1, regardless of the
amount of data observed.
Like modularity in community detection and the LOD score in genetic mapping, the
LiRA similarity makes assumptions on the underlying clustering structure in the data in
order to better evaluate similarity among entities in the data.
4.3 Empirical Evaluation
We evaluate the effectiveness of the LiRa similarity in comparison to other similarity
scores in RS data in two ways: (1) We compare the prediction accuracy of a simple
kNN method using various similarity scores on real data sets, and (2) We evaluate the
ability of several similarity scores to distinguish points within the same cluster from
points in different clusters in synthetic data. Experiments on real data sets show that
the LiRa similarity can detect similar users in a realistic setting with better accuracy
than other scores. The synthetic data allows us to observe the effect of missing entries
and dimensionality on similarity computations, and to verify that the LiRa score detects
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users from the same cluster when a known clustering exists within the data.
4.3.1 Data
As Herlocker et al. note in their overview of methods for evaluating recommender
systems [79], there are few publicly available data sets that can be used to test hypotheses
about RS data, forcing most research in this field to experiment on the few available data
sources. Our source of real data are the publicly available MovieLens data sets, which
are among the most often referenced data sets in RS literature [80]. Here, we report
results on the 100K and 1M MovieLens data sets1. For the 100K dataset, we used the
u1-u5 .base and .test sets when evaluating prediction accuracy. For the 1M dataset, we
randomly split the original rating data into five sets of 80%/20% training/test pairs.
In addition to our empirical evaluation on real data, we generated a small set of
synthetic data sets. The publicly available data sets we are aware of are not rich enough
to examine the effects we are intersted in evaluating – most already contain very high
missing rates, thus simply deleting existing entries to simulate more missing data would
result in a very limited range of test cases for experimentation. Our experiments on
synthetic data give us an in-depth view of the effects of missing entries in RS data.
4.3.2 Experiments on Real Data
We first give the pertinent details of our implementation of the kNN algorithm, which
is used to evaluate the effectivenes of a similarity score in detecting users with similar
preferences. For each rating rui that user u gave to item i in the test set, we first find
at most k nearest neighbors of user u in the training set, among those who rated item
i. Each neighbor v of u has the property that the similarity S(u, v) is greater than or
1http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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equal to S(u, z) for any other user z in the training set, where S(u, v) is the similarity
score between u and v in the training set. The number of neighbors is less than k if less
than k users rated item i in the training set. Next, the prediction pui of the rating that
user u gives item i is computed by taking an unweighted average of the ratings that the
neighbors of u have item i.
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) “is perhaps the most popular metric used in
evaluating accuracy of predicted ratings” [81]. Another popular measure of prediction
accuracy is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The RMSE and MAE are defined as follows:
RMSE =
√√√√ 1|T | ∑
rui∈T
(rui − pui)2 , MAE = 1|T |
∑
rui∈T
|rui − pui|
where T is the test set of ground truth ratings. We report both the RMSE and MAE
for ratings predicted by the kNN method for various values of k and several similarity
scores.
In addition to the Pearson, Cosine and LiRa scores, we evaluate the kNN prediction
accuracy using Patra et al.’s recently proposed BCF score [12]. The Bhattacharyya
coefficient for collaborative filtering (BCF) attempts to use global item similarities as
weights in local user rating similarity computations, and was reported to perform well
on extremely sparse data sets. It is defined as follows:
BCF(xi, xj) = Jacc(xi, xj) +
∑
i∈Iu
∑
j∈Iv BC(i, j)loc(xui, xvj) (4.15)
where
BC(i, j) =
d∑
ρ=1
√
#ρi
#i
#ρj
#j
where d is the number of rating values, #i is the number of users that rated item i, and
#ρi is the number of users that rated item i with value ρ. Iu, Iv, and Iuv are defined as
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in Section 4.1. Thus BC gives more weight to the local similarity loc(xui, xvj) if items i
and j have similar rating distributions across users in the entire training set. loc(xui, xvj)
is a local similarity measure of the ratings that user u gave to item i and user v gave to
item j. Of the two loc similarity scores defined by Patra et al., we chose to use loccorr,
defined as:
loccorr(xu, xv) =
(xui − x¯u) (xvj − x¯v)
σuσv
where σu is the standard deviation of ratings made by user u and x¯u is the mean of ratings
made by user u. In the experimental evaluation of Patra et al., loccorr achieved lower
rating prediction error than their other loc similarity score. Jacc(xu, xv) is the Jaccard
similarity:
Jacc(xu, xv) =
|Iuv|
|Iu|+ |Iv|
4.3.3 kNN Results
The MAE and RMSE for kNN prediction on the MovieLens 100K data sets are shown
in Figure 4.2, with the MovieLens 1M MAE results in Figure 4.1. Note that the LiRa
similarity outperforms other similarity scores in prediction accuracy and for a wide range
of choices for the number of neighbors k. We include both the MAE and RMSE results
for the 100K data sets, but omit the RMSE for the 1M data sets due to space constraints.
However, the RMSE results for the 1M data sets show the same trend as is seen in the
MAE results – that is, LiRa dominates the other similarity scores in accuracy, and the
gap between LiRa and other similarity scores’ prediction error widens both when we
increase the size of the data set, and when we decrease k.
The kNN curves have the expected shape – at low values of k, the data is being
under-utilized, because there are on average more than k users who rated item i and
are truly similar to u in the data, but they are being left out of the computation of the
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of prediction accuracy using various similarity scores in kNN
show LiRa’s better ability to choose relevant neighbors.
prediction pui. At the other extreme, at very high values of k, there are on average less
than k truly similar users to u in the data who rated item i, and the additional users in
the neighbor set are not useful in predicting u’s rating of item i.
However, the best value of k for LiRa tends to be lower than the best value of k
using other similarity scores, and the LiRa score outperforms other similarity scores for
all values of k where the neighbor set is not so large that it is virtually the same for
each similarity score (at k = 160, the number of neighbors is 17% of the 100K training
set size, meaning that for most users, the prediction pui is based on all users in the
training set who rated item i). In addition, as k decreases, the gap between LiRa and
the other scores’ error widens. From these observations, we conclude that LiRa is better
able to distinguish between truly similar and truly dissimilar users; for a given k, it finds
a better set of k neighbors than the other scores, and as k decreases, it keeps more of the
neighbors that are the better predictors of the rating in the neighbor set than the other
scores.
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The Shrinkage Factor
One approach that has previously been found to improve rating prediction accuracy
of the Pearson correlation coefficient in practice is the use of a shrinkage factor. A
shrinkage factor β is used to decrease the weight of a similarity score that is based on
few co-rated items in the user-based collaborative filtering setting, or few co-rating users
in the item-based collaborative filtering setting. The Pearson similarity s of users u and
v is adjusted to a modified similarity sˆ with the β parameter as follows:
sˆ =
(
ηuv − 1
ηuv − 1 + β
)
s
where ηuv is the number of co-rated items between users u and v.
Thus if users u and v have co-rated much fewer items than the constant β, the
similarity between these two users will be shrunk toward zero. If, on the other hand,
users u and v have co-rated a number of items much larger than β, then shrinkage of the
original similarity score s will not be significant. The shrinkage factor can be understood
from a Bayesian perspective, as described by Koren and Bell in their study Advances in
Collaborative Filtering and Chapter 3 of the Recommender Systems Handbook [82].
We tested the shrinkage factor in combination with the Pearson similarity score in
order to evaluate its usefulness, as compared to LiRa, in finding truly similar neighbors in
the knn setting for the MovieLens100K data set. We used a shrinkage factor of β = 25,
since this setting of β has been shown to produce the optimal results in a user-based
collaborative filtering setting, using the Pearson similarity score2. In addition, we also
experimented with the use of the shrinkage factor in combination with the LiRa score,
although we do not expect to see significant improvement over the raw LiRa score in this
case, since LiRa was designed to address the discrepancy between many and few co-rated
2See results here: http://www.mymedialite.net/examples/datasets.html
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Figure 4.3: The shrinkage factor method improves the prediction accuracy of a
user-based knn rating prediction method using the Pearson similarity score. How-
ever, this improvement is insufficient to compete with the prediction accuracy when
the LiRa similarity score is used instead. Using shrinkage in conjunction with the
LiRa score does not appear to improve prediction accuracy over a pure LiRa-based
approach.
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items.
Figure 4.3.3 shows how using the shrinkage factor in conjunction with the Pearson
correlation similarity improves the MAE of predicted ratings using a user-based k-nearest
neighbor approach. However, the plot also demonstrates that despite the usefulness of
the shrinkage factor in reducing the effect of few co-rated items between users, using the
LiRa score is still significantly more effective at finding useful neighbors. As expected,
using the shrinkage factor in combination with the LiRa score does not significantly
improve results.
We postulate that these results demonstrate LiRa’s ability to take into account the
amount of data that is being used to evaluate a similarity score for two users in the data
set in order to make a better determination of similarity. To test this hypothesis, we
next present experiments on synthetic data, where we can control the missing data rate
and the “true” similarity among users.
4.3.4 Experiments on Synthetic Data
Our goal in generating synthetic data was to evaluate LiRa’s behavior for increasing
missing data rates in a setting that resembles RS data, but where we can control and
understand the underlying similarities of users in the data set. Therefore we use a very
simple generative model to produce two clusters C1, C2 of m/2 users each, where each
cluster contains users with similar rating patterns on n items and d discrete rating values.
For all experiments in Section 4.3.5, we set m to 40, d to 5, and varied n to examine
the effects of increasing dimensionality and user-to-item ratio. We used the following
procedure to generate the two clusters:
1. For each of the two clusters C1, C2, and for each of the n items i, randomly choose
a d-dimensional parameter µki ∈ Rd, which defines the multinomial distribution
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fki(x = ρ|µki) over the d rating values as:
fki(x = ρ|µki) = µki(ρ)
2. For each user u and item i in each cluster Cκ, generate rating xui from fki(xui =
ρ|µki)
Thus users from the same cluster will tend to have similar rating patterns. To illustrate
our simple model we provide the following example: suppose we set m = 40, n = 2, and
d = 5. Our simulation produces the following 5-dimensional parameters µki ∈ R5:
µ11 = [0.55, 0.09, 0.25, 0.01, 0.10] , µ12 = [0.34, 0.33, 0.29, 0.03, 0.01]
µ21 = [0.17, 0.08, 0.12, 0.33, 0.30] , µ22 = [0.04, 0.25, 0.47, 0.07, 0.18]
Therefore users in cluster C1 tend to rate item 1 about half the time with a value of 1
(since µ11(1) = 0.55) about a quarter of the time with a value of 3 (µ11(3) = 0.25), and
much less often with a value of 2, 4, or 5. The same users in cluster 1 tend to rate item
2 with a value of either 1,2, or 3, and much less often with a value of 4 or 5. Therefore,
one likely user u from C1 can be represented by the vector xu = [1, 2], whereas a likely
user from C2 is xv = [4, 2].
Note that the parameters µki are generated at random, but sum to one and are
consistent within a cluster, ensuring that users from the same cluster rate items with the
same patterns. Therefore, we expect that the similarity between two users within the
same cluster should be high when compared to the similarity of two users in different
clusters. However, we did not explicitly generate the idealized clusters that make up
the model used in our LiRa score, to show that the oversimplified model used by LiRa
is nevertheless enough to capture much of the intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster
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dissimilarity.
We quantify a similarity score’s ability to resolve two users in the same cluster from
two users in different clusters with a quantity we call the score’s resolution. The resolution
of a score S is defined as the mean of S(xu, xv) for all points xu and xv within the same
cluster minus the mean of S(xu, xw) for all points xu and xw in different clusters. Note
that the resolution defined here is not the fundamental resolution defined in Chapter 3. In
experiments we set S to the LiRa, Pearson, Cosine, and Bhattacharyya similarity scores,
for increasing values of the dimensionality n. A positive resolution value indicates greater
average intra- than inter- cluster similarity, meaning that a score S is greater for points
in the same cluster than points in different clusters on average. To additionally observe
the effect of missing data on the similarity scores, we randomly deleted an increasing
fraction of the ratings xui. Thus the expected number of co-observed entries decreases
with the missing rate.
4.3.5 Results on Synthetic Data
The scaled resolution is plotted in Figure 4.4 for the LiRa (red), Pearson (blue), Cosine
(green) and Bhattacharrya (black) similarities. Each marker in each plot corresponds to
a different dimensionality n, where n increases from 5 to 80, doubling each time, and the
missing rate increases from 0.1 to 0.9 in increments of 0.1, with an additional point at
0.95. We scaled each score’s resolution by dividing by the maximum-magnitude resolution
achieved by that score in the experiments.Therefore, a scaled resolution of 1 indicates the
missing rate and dimensionality with the highest-magnitude resolution over all missing
rates and dimensionalities, and a magnitude less than one tells us what fraction of the
maximum-magnitude resolution was achieved at a particular dimensionality and missing
rate.
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Figure 4.4: Similarity resolution (higher is better) as a function of missing data rate
plotted for four similarity scores: LiRa (upper left), Pearson (upper right), Cosine
(lower left), and Bhattacharyya (lower right). Resolution indicates a score’s ability
to differentiate a pair of points in the same cluster from a pair of points in different
clusters. Cosine and Pearson scores do not improve in resolution with more data
availability.
We observe that the resolution of the LiRa score is greater as we decrease missing
data and increase the dimensionality. In addition, the LiRa resolution is positive for all
values of the missing rate and all dimensionalities (the minimum of LiRa resolutions was
0.051), indicating greater average intra- than inter-cluster LiRa similarity. The greater
magnitude of the resolution in the presence of more data shows the ability of LiRa
to make stronger claims about similarity as the number of co-observed entries in two
discrete-valued vectors increases. More data comes in the form of a lower missing data
rate, but also increased dimensionality, because there will be more expected co-observed
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entries between two vectors when the dimensionality is higher.
Contrast this with the Pearson and Cosine similarity scores, where dimensionality and
missing data have virtually no effect on the resolution, except that high values of missing
rates tend to lower the Pearson resolution dramatically. The resolution is positive for most
values of the dimensionality and missing rates for Cosine, and all values of dimensionality
and missing rates for Pearson, but increasing the amount available data does not improve
the ability of Cosine or Pearson to resolve similar from dissimilar users. The fact that
low dimensionalities and higher missing rates often yield a higher resolution than higher
dimensionalities and lower missing rates shows theses scores’ inability to make use of
more data for more accurate similarity judgments. For the most part, the Bhattacharyya
resolution tends to increase with increasing dimensionality and decreasing missing rates,
also indicating a greater difference between intra- and inter- cluster scores, but there are
instances when this is not the case.
We conclude this section with a discussion of Figure 4.5, which plots the scaled average
inter-cluster similarity score across missing rates for the four tested scores, with a fixed
dimension of n = 80. Scaling was again done by dividing each average inter-cluster
similarity by the magnitude of the greatest-magnitude average inter-cluster similarity
that occurred over all missing rates. This way, we can see how inter-cluster similarity
changes with the missing rate, for all scores on the same scale.
Recall that a negative Pearson or LiRa value indicates dissimilarity in some way. A
negative Pearson score indicates anti-correlated co-observed entries. A negative LiRa
score indicates a greater chance that the data in co-observed entries was generated by
chance, rather than that the data comes from two vectors in the same cluster. In Bhat-
tacharyya, a negative score also indicates anti-correlation in the co-observed entries, but
weighted by item similarity and shifted by the Jaccard similarity, making it harder to
interpret. Cosine is restricted to positive values in this setting, because all vector entries
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were positive.
We observe that LiRa and Pearson appear to be better able to indicate dissimilar-
ity, as their scaled average inter-cluster values are negative for most and all missing
rates, respectively. However, LiRa again makes use of more data to make a stronger
claim about dissimilarity, giving greater-magnitude negative values when more data is
observed. Both Cosine and Bhattacharyya remain positive, indicating some similarity
between points from different clusters, and actually increase in magnitude as more data
becomes available, scoring two points from different clusters higher at lower missing rates.
Based on the MovieLens results, this may also mean that the real data contains user clus-
ters, and the Bhattacharyya score is too high for users from different clusters. Thus it
may choose sub-optimal neighbors in the kNN method in this case.
Based on our results from these synthetic data experiments, we make two concluding
remarks about the results on real data in Section 4.3.3. First, the high performance of
LiRa on the MovieLens data can be explained by its dependence on not only the rating
patterns in co-observed entries of user rating vectors, but also on the amount of data that
is available to make the similarity computation. Second, based on the Bhattacharyya
results, we believe a promising future research direction is to further investigate what type
of underlying cluster structure exists in RS data. The intuition behind the Bhattacharyya
similarity is that a higher similarity between two items in the set Iuv, defined by the
difference between their rating distributions across the entire data set, should contribute
a higher weight to the difference in these item ratings. Each of the |Iuv|2 pairs of co-rated
items (i, j) contributes to the similarity score. By contrast, LiRa does not consider item
similarity in the computation of user similarity, and only examines the differences in user
ratings of the |Iuv| co-rated items. A clustering structure such as that assumed by LiRa
may indeed exist in real-world data, and perhaps the Bhattacharyya score is not well
suited to this setting, where it can be high for users from different clusters, despite its
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Figure 4.5: The inter-cluster similarity of various similarity scores on synthetic data.
LiRa is the only score which decreases with decreasing missing rate, indicating greater
ability to differentiate points from different clusters when more data is available.
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ability to give greater scores to users from the same cluster with more data.
4.4 Related Work
4.4.1 The LLR Similarity
We devote a subsection to discuss the LLR similarity, which has been useful in the
industrial setting when evaluating similarity between unary data in the recommender
system setting.
In the context of statistical text analysis, Dunning [83] makes a strong case for the
use of a log-likelihood ratio to examine the statistical significance of word or bigram
frequencies in sparse data. Dunning’s work has been applied to the recommender systems
domain through the use of a score known as the LLR similarity. The LLR can be applied
as a similarity score to unary data, where the only available data is whether each user
rated, bought, or otherwise interacted with an item – each user either interacted with
an item or did not. However, in the more general setting, the LLR acts as a filtering
mechanism rather than a similarity score for users or items. The LLR is used as a test
of statistical independence between rated and unrated items in either a user-based or
item-based approach.
For example, suppose we have the following rating vectors in n = 22 dimensions for
users u and v:
xu =
[
3 − − 4 − − − 1 − − 5 − − − 4 − − 4 4 − − 2
]
xv =
[
5 − − − − − − 5 1 − 5 − − − 1 − − − 5 − − 2
]
LLR compares u and v by first evaluating the contigency table of rated and unrated
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items by u and v, as follows:
rated by v not rated by v
rated by u 6 2
not rated by u 1 13
If we let k represent the contingency table, where kij is the ith row and jth column of
the table, we have:
LLR(xu, xv) = 2(
∑
i,j
kij)(H(k)−H(rowSums(k))−H(colSums(k)))
where H is Shannon’s entropy, computed as the sum of (kij / sum(k)) log (kij / sum(k)).
Thus for the example we have:
LLR(xu, xv) = 2(22)(−0.2650) ≈ 11.3193
The LLR similarity in this case is high, and indicates that it is unlikely that we would
see the number of rated and unrated items in Table 4.4.1 if users u and v independently
chose the items for which to give ratings. In other words, there is evidence to reject the
hypothesis that users u and v independently chose the items that they will rate.
Compare this to LiRa, which is computed using only the (six) entries that were rated
by both u and v, and in this case evaluates to:
LiRa(xu, xv) = log10
(
(1
8
)( 1
16
)(1
2
)( 1
16
)(1
4
)(1
2
)
( 6
25
)( 2
25
)(1
5
)( 4
25
)( 8
25
)(1
5
)
)
≈ −0.1101
Unlike the LLR similarity, the LiRa similarity for xu and xv is negative, suggesting that
the users do not exhibit similar rating patterns. A negative LiRa score indicates that it
is less likely that users u and v belong to the same cluster, using the simple clustering
model described in Section 4.2, than that the rating differences we observe are due to
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pure chance. While the LLR indicates that users u and v choose highly overlapping sets
of items to rate, it does not tell us whether u and v have similar tastes.
Again, it is important to note that LLR is not a similarity score but rather acts as
a filter when finding nearest neighbors. Indeed, the author himself states: “I recom-
mend using large LLR as a mask and then estimating the strength of similarity by other
means.”3
The LiRa ratio expresses how likely it is that two users are similar, based on the
assumption that user similarity is reflected by the probability of two users’ ratings being
distributed according to the clustering model presented in Section 4.2.
By contrast, the LLR similarity is a likelihood ratio test that is used to test whether
or not the rating patterns of two users are independent. If the LLR is high, it indicates
that there is sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis that two users rate independently.
That is, a high LLR similarity between users u and v suggests that there is a correlation
between the items that u chooses to rate and the items that v chooses to rate. Note,
however, that the LLR similarity does not take into account the values of the ratings.
Thus, as in the example above, a high LLR does not necessarily indicate a high similarity
between two users’ rating preferences.
Dunning’s work has been adapted to RS data in several ways and has been shown
to enhance the performance of recommender systems in an industrial setting [84, 85].
However, we emphasize that in the applied versions of Dunning’s likelihood ratio to RS
data, the ratio is used either as a filter for finding relevant items to use in similarity
computations, or a weighting term in the rating prediction phase, and has not been
developed into a similarity score that depends on rating values.
3http://tdunning.blogspot.com/2008/03/surprise-and-coincidence.html
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4.4.2 Other Approaches to Evaluating Similarity in Recom-
mender Systems
Early studies [13, 41, 40] consistently rate the Pearson, Cosine Vector, or slight
variants as the superior similarity scores for RS data. Several recent studies [42, 12] focus
on the cold start problem, in which extremely few ratings are available for a new user,
making it difficult to determine her similarity to other users with traditional similarity
scores.
The PIP heurisitic was introduced by Ahn [42] to address the cold-start problem,
but was shown to perform comparably to traditional similarity scores such as Pearson’s
correlation coefficient in non-cold start settings, and was outperformed in terms of rating
prediction accuracy by the Bhattacharyya coefficient for collaborative filtering in cold
start settings with extremely few ratings. Patra et al.’s Bhattacharyya coefficient for
collaborative filtering, defined in Section 4.3, takes into account item similarity as a
weighting scheme for user similarity. It was developed for the extremely sparse setting,
thus Patra et al.’s empirical evaluation of its use in rating prediction accuracy is restricted
to data sets where the missing rate is much higher than even the already sparse MovieLens
datasets, and is better suited for the cold-start setting. The Bhattacharyya coefficient
also is more computationally expensive than our LiRa score, as it requires all-to-all user-
to-user as well as all-to-all item-to-item similarity computations.
Our method also slightly resembles Jojic et al.’s [86] item similarity score, where
similarity is determined by comparing the number of users that like two items to the
number expected by chance. However, their method is limited to binary like/dislike
data, treats dislikes the same as missing entries in the item similarity computation, and
was used in combination with additional heuristics to determine whether a user will like
a particular item.
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The intuition that inherent clusters of users exist in RS data has been explored by
several clustering methods which were developed to improve prediction accuracy in RS
data. Sarwar et al. [87] used clustering to improve scalability by first partitioning the
users into clusters, then making a prediction based on averaging ratings from members
of the same cluster, allowing for less computation time than a kNN method on the
MoveLens 100K data set. Similarly, Xue et al. introduce a k-means clustering phase
prior to prediction [88], and predict a rating for a user u by choosing k neighbors out
of the clusters with representatives that score highly with u. Rashid et al. [89] incorpo-
rate bisecting k-means clustering “to increase efficiency and scalability while maintaining
good recommendation quality” in their ClustKNN algorithm. Das et al. [90, 91] use a
DBSCAN-based algorithm to improve kNN prediction accuracy. An extensive experi-
mental study of the effectiveness of various centroid selection methods for the k-means
algorithm when used as a pre-processing step in recommendation systems is presented
by Zahra et al. [92], who conclude that although many approaches improve prediction
accuracy and efficiency, no algorithm is “a panacea” across all data sets. Nonetheless,
the results of clustering-based approaches in rating prediction are encouraging, as they
show promise in improving both accuracy and scalability of recommender systems.
4.5 Conclusion
We have introduced the LiRa similarity score for discrete-valued, sparse, and high-
dimensional data, typical of the RS domain. We have shown through empirical evalua-
tions on both real and synthetic data that LiRa’s assumptions about a clustering model
of users makes it a good indicator of user similarity, and that it outperforms other mea-
sures in this capacity. Although we have not evaluated against item-based collaborative
filtering here, which has in some cases been shown to be superior to its user-based coun-
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terpart in terms of rating prediction accuracy and efficiency [13], we believe that our
focus on user-based collaborative filtering is justified. User-based collaborative filtering
may produce more novel recommendations [93], for example, which is a desirable qual-
ity in state-of-the art recommender systems [94]. In addition, efficiency of user-based
approaches can be further enhanced by techniques such as cluster-based smoothing [88].
An exciting area to focus our future research is exploring how to devise a better
model of clustering structure within RS data in order to improve prediction accuracy of
collaborative filtering methods. A first step in this direction would be to evaluate the
clusterability [95] of RS data, which would provide insight as to the strength of clustering
tendency in the data set. Another possible research direction is to develop fast clustering
methods that use LiRa as a similarity score to improve the scalability of user-based
collaborative filtering.
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Conclusion
I have focused on simultaneously addressing the large scale and missing value challenges to
knowledge discovery in discrete-valued data, by leveraging inherent structural properties
of underlying clusters in the data set. In the preceding chapters, I have focused on two
application domains where large-scale data is commonplace and missing data is abundant.
I have introduced the concept of a fundamental resolution in large-scale, binary-
valued sparse data, and designed fast clustering algorithms for genetic data sets with a
low fundamental resolution. I have also developed a new similarity score for recommender
system data that assumes an underlying clustering structure in the data set.
The BubbleCluster algorithm is described in Chapter 2. BubbleCluster clusters high-
dimensional, sparse, and binary-valued input data of m points in O(m log(m)+mr) time,
where r is the number of sketch points (see Section 25), and has been shown outperform
the O(m2) running time of state-of-the-art genetic mapping tools. The clustering algo-
rithm takes one pass over sorted data to build a sketch of the structure of each cluster,
with linked sketch points forming a chain of bubbles that represent areas of high linkage
probability. Once the sketches are formed, remaining points are assigned to clusters based
on a high log-odds score, known in genetics as the LOD score, with established sketch
points. We accurately clustered real-world, large-scale genetic map data, and showed
that theoretically and experimentally that our approach was scalable. Our work has also
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enabled the map construction of the grand-challenge, 1.6 million-marker wheat genome
[64]. This work demonstrates the importance of carefully considering the underlying
clustering structure of a data set to the design of efficient clustering algorithms.
As a next step toward understanding and efficiently analyzing large-scale genetic map
data, the data reduction method described in Chapter 3 exploits a property of such data
that we name its fundamental resolution in order to quickly find a set of representative
points that characterize the entire data set. Because homozygous genetic map data is
binary-valued and because a natural order exists in points within the same cluster, the
large set of input points often contains a lot of redundant information. We can therefore
model the data as many samples from a small-scale, more complete and accurate set of
points that represent the genetic map. Once the large-scale input data is reduced to this
set of points, the genetic map can be much more easily inferred, as demonstrated in our
up-stream analysis of genetic map construction using only the representative points as
input (see Section 3.4.7). To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has defined
or exploited the fundamental resolution of genetic map data in this way. As was the
case in the clustering work described in Chapter 2, insights into the particular structure
of clusters in genetic map data led to the design of a fast, accurate method for data
analysis in Chapter 3. We note that our data reduction algorithm achieved linear speedup
empirically, even with high missing value rates and errors in the input data, potentially
empowering genetic mapping tools to process unprecedented amounts of high-throughput
sequence data.
The last portion of my dissertation has focused on exploring a generalization of the
concept of fundamental resolution to a broader class of discrete-valued data with missing
values, with an application focus on recommender systems. My work on a log-odds based
similarity score for recommender systems data, that we call the LiRa score, is described
in Chapter 4. LiRa is based on the assumption that in recommender systems, the set of
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users can be clustered to a fundamental resolution of groups which represent very similar
rating patterns. We have shown that LiRa is effective in finding neighbors of a user
that are more useful than those found using the standard Pearson or Cosine similarity
scores when using a k-nearest neighbor approach to user-based collaborative filtering.
The simple k-nearest neighbor classification method is still a widely used technique in
collaborative filtering [96], and has certainly been extended to enhance rating predic-
tion accuracy with approaches such as filtering [97], clustering [88], or careful weighting
schemes [98]. However, we note that in terms of rating prediction accuracy, the raw LiRa
score outperformed the most widely used similarity scores in collaboritive filtering, a
popular weighting method [98] (see Section 4.3.3) as well as the Battacharyya similarity
score that was designed specifically for the extremely sparse setting. It would certainly
be possible to combine LiRa with some of the aforementioned techniques in order to
further improve recommendation accuracy and speed. However, we have demonstrated
that LiRa is in itself an improvement over traditional and widely accepted scores used in
recommender systems. This supports the assumption that a clustering structure under-
lies the user data of a recommender system, and warrants further exploration into the
structural properties of clusters in recommender system data.
Together, my work on exploiting clustering structure in genetic map and recommender
system data has been a step toward more efficient analysis of large-scale, discrete-valued
data with copious amounts of missing values. I have described algorithms for clustering,
data reduction, and similarity comparison in domains where data is abundant, but the
profusion of missing entries prevent efficient analysis using standard data analysis tools.
I have focused specifically on the underlying clustering structure of such data sets, which
led to insights that enabled the design of fast algorithms for knowledge discovery. In the
future, I would like to continue to focus on underlying clustering structure in large-scale
data, and its influence on data analysis techniques.
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The question of how underlying clustering structure in various application domains
can inform new approaches to efficient data analysis opens up new avenues for future
research. Given the multitude of clustering algorithms and definitions of what constitutes
a good cluster [99] and the uncertainty as to whether a clustering result is meaningful
[100], a natural future research direction would be to evaluate the clusterability of large-
scale data, to determine whether a data set has underlying clustering structure at all.
Clusterability has been defined in various ways [95, 101], but has not been thoroughly
evaluated on real-world data. Evaluating the clusterability of real, large-scale data sets
could establish a knowledge base of general, well-defined characteristics of clusters in
real-world data. Drawing on this knowledge would benefit researchers and practitioners
when deciding how to best model the underlying clustering structure of a data set.
In addition to the general notion of clusterability in large-scale data, one structural
property that has to date been only marignally explored is the fractal dimension of a data
set. The fractal dimension, which characterizes the extent to which a data set is self-
similar, or self-repeating, has received some attention in the past due to its applicability
to detecting various low-dimensional structures in high-dimensional data [25, 35, 36].
However, exploration of fractal dimension for data analysis has been limited, especially
with regard to studying its usefulness for filling in or handling missing data. Like the
fundamental resolution, a low fractal dimension can imply a large amount of redundancy
in a data set [25]. Therefore, even with a large amount of missing data, it may be possible
to design fast data analysis methods, such as clustering or data reduction, if it is likely
that a data set has inherently low fractal dimension. It would be worthwhile to measure
the fractal dimension of clusters in real-world, large-scale data sets.
In the context of recommender systems, the LiRa score (chapter 3) was shown to be
useful for detecting user similarity in a k-nearest neighbor collaborative filtering approach
to recommendation. Beyond evaluating similarity, a possible future research direction is
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to incorporate LiRa into a fast clustering algorithm for clustering-based recommendation
algorithms, which have been shown to improve the efficiency of recommendation without
losing much accuracy [92, 102, 103].
The focus of thesis has been on leveraging underlying clustering structure for faster
data analysis. I have described novel methods for knowledge discovery in the genetic
mapping and recommender system application domains, with applicability to the broad
class of large-scale, sparse, discrete-valued data sets. In future work, I plan to further
study underlying clustering structure in large-scale data. My broad aim in this disser-
tation has been to further improve the analysis of large-scale data with many missing
values, in order to advance state-of-the-art knowledge extraction methods on modern
data sets.
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